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David Bowie (1947-2016)

In January 2016 a beloved actor, David Bowie, passed away. One of the Far Horizons’ artists,
David Steele, drew a set of pictures from Labyrinth (1986) in his honour.
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The voice now silent

his movies undubbed. And anyone who ever heard
Rickman’s voice will agree that it’s not something
easy to substitute. It was such a simple reason for
something that became so important—I cannot
imagine myself today without everything the ability
to communicate in English gave to me, without all the
books I’ve read, all the movies I’ve watched.

By Aeldhin
I used to dream of going to London and
watching Alan Rickman perform live on stage. One
day I’d book the tickets, and board the plane, and see
something wonderful, I thought. Maybe even get an
autograph. At first I was worried about understanding
the language—my grasp of English wasn’t all
that great back then—so it became a pretty good
motivation to study, along with being able to watch

The 14th of January was shocking—Rickman
kept the severity of his illness from everyone but his
closest friends and family. Sixty-nine isn’t old at all
nowadays, and for me—and for many others, I’m
sure—it was also a loss of a certain future, of things to
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look forward to for years to come.

Truly, Madly, Deeply. And that’s just his most famous
roles. Overall, there were more than fifty movies in
his career, and even lesser-known ones are often very
interesting, such as astonishingly simple and humane
Snow Cake (2006) or disturbing, provocative and
brave Dark Harbor (1998). He had brilliant taste.

For me, and for most of my generation, he
was primary the actor who played Severus Snape in
all eight Harry Potter movies—easily the fictional
character of the previous decade. Remember the
‘I trust Severus Snape’ campaign? In no small
part his popularity was due to Rickman’s brilliant
performance. He said once, “On film you put all your
energies into a single glance,” and there was certainly
a lot of energy there. Every look, every gesture
gave an impression of a very deep character even
before Snape’s role as a double agent was revealed.
Somehow instead of an image of a rather terrible
teacher he was supposed to be, Rickman’s Snape
became an essential part of Hogwarts magic. My
teenage self was thoroughly enchanted.

Twice during his career he worked as a director
and a co-writer—for The Winter Guest (1997), a
movie adaptation of a play by Sharman MacDonald,
which got him a Golden Lion nomination, and
a fascinating period piece A Little Chaos, which
premiered just this autumn, about a woman, Sabine de
Barra, creating one of the gardens of Versailles.
And of course, for his lucky English and
sometimes American audience he was first famous for
his theater work, which brought him two Tony Award
nominations – first in 1987 for his role of Vicomte de
Valmont in Les Liaisons Dangereuses, and another in
2002 for the role of Elyot in Noël Coward’s Private
Lives.

He took part in BBC movies and TV series
since 1978 but his world fame began in 1988 with
the release of the first Die Hard movie, where he
portrayed Hans Gruber, a refined, ruthless and
calculating terrorist, a perfect foil to Bruce Willis’s
down-on-his-luck former cop. Their tandem became
iconic. Some people say to have set the trend to cast
British actors as villains in American blockbusters,
which has been going on for almost thirty years now.

He worked till the very end, and this spring
two new movies in which he took part are going to
be released. Theatrical release of Eye in the Sky, a
thriller about drone warfare, is set to come out on the
8th of April. And on the 27th of May we will see Tim
Burton’s Alice Through the Looking Glass, where
he gave voice to Absolem the Caterpillar. One of
the last recordings he did was to lend his voice to a
fundraising video of a tortoise eating a strawberry
(http://bit.ly/1ZtVeGT). Each viewing donates to Save
the Children and the Refugee Council.

After that Rickman had plenty of offers to play
villains. He stole the show as Sheriff of Nottingham
in Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves, adding the touch
of absurd that movie really needed, and decided that
it was enough. He never played a straight-out villain
again.
He was an actor of great range, among
his works there are movies of practically every
genre, from RomComs to horror, both indie and
blockbusters, biopics and fantasy and scifi movies.
Quietly, unshakably loyal Colonel Brandon in Sense
and Sensibility (1995). Metatron, The Voice of God,
in Dogma—cynical, tired and kind, very convincing
despite it being a black comedy, or perhaps because of
it. Alexander Dane, an actor, who takes his profession
very seriously even when it really isn’t, in Galaxy
Quest, an optimistic Star Trek parody. Jamie, a ghost
who returns to help his grieving girlfriend move on, in

Those who knew him say he was a wonderful
person, and he left an impression on millions of people
who never even met him all over the world. The light
he cast will reach us for many years to come, but the
emptiness remains.
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Ash, Blood and
Snow

snowman, and have snowball fights, and maybe, if
Father could be persuaded, it would go sledding. The
child’s eyes slowly closed. Its breathing became more
regular.

Pete Sutton

The child was too excited by the snow to sleep.
It had begun falling on the drive back from Nanny’s.
Fat, wet flakes that started to stick by the time they
got home. There was no time for the child to play. The
child’s two siblings, older, not much wiser, could stay
up for a couple of hours, but it was the child’s bed
time. The siblings went to play in the backyard.
The child’s bedroom was at the front. Mother
tucked the child in. The portable gas heater was
plonked in the corner of the room, on high—whilst
she read a story—turned down low when she left.
said.

“You can play in the snow tomorrow,” she
Tomorrow seemed like a long time away.

The child waited until the landing light was
switched off and then stood on the bed, put its head
behind the curtain and watched the snow.
Flakes swirled round the streetlight like
ghostly moths around a candle flame. The child
watched, entranced. The sound of the TV rose and
fell like waves upon a shore. The bass rumble of the
child’s father as recognisable as the stale tobacco and
sweat smell when the child was crushed against his
chest.

In the corner of the room the darkness swirled
like a swarm of flies disturbed from a feast of shit. The
child’s piercing scream caused a bass rumble from
downstairs, Father exclaiming something, naughty
words probably. The TV noise became louder. Steps
up the stairs, the third from the top creaking. The
landing light on, the door opened, Mother and safety.
“Shhhh now. It’s only a bad dream. Dreams
can’t hurt you. It’s still snowing… look… you can
wear all your warmest clothes tomorrow, and we’ll
go and play in the snow. But first you need to get
some sleep. Shhh. The Darkman isn’t coming. Isn’t
real, remember? We banished him together weeks ago
didn’t we? Shhh.”
The child’s cries subsided. Long enough for
it to point to the corner of the room, but the swirling
darkness had been banished by the light. Tucked in
again, night light on, the door open a crack, the rumble
of the Father’s voice, a snatch of laughter and the TV
noise. But again the child could not sleep.
The Darkman had been a recurring nightmare.
A man? Swaddled and anonymous in ink black
clothes, that came and stared at the child whilst it
slept. Mother had banished it though. A candle against
the darkness. A night light to keep it away.

The TV sound grew louder, then quieter, the
door opening and closing. The siblings coming in,
getting their goodnight drinks. When the landing
light came on, the child dove back under the covers,
pretending to sleep. Mother looked in briefly.

The child watched the snow blanket the world
in front of the house. Next door’s black cab smudged
out, blurred into a meaningless shape. The garden
negated by white. The only colour in the street the
orange penumbral glow of the streetlight and the
flaking red painted wood of the identical council
houses. The world seemed to be holding its breath.
The usual sounds of cats and dogs, birds, and people
were muted.

The light off again, the child imagined fun
in the snow. The child had seen snow before, but it
seemed like a very long time ago. It would make a

There was a scrunching sound, like the
marching of a miniature army, and a man walked into
view, bundled up, long coat, woolly hat, scarf wrapped
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around his face, the same colour as the blizzard. First
footprints on the virgin snow. The child watched the
figure walk to the middle of the road where he stopped
and turned to look at the child’s house.
The man clapped, shook snow off himself,
revealing clothes shockingly black against the
whiteness of the snow. The Darkman! The child
gasped and was too slow to duck to avoid the eyes
of the Darkman which unerringly zeroed in on the
window the child looked out of.
Overhead the birds that had made a nest in
the house’s eaves suddenly began flapping, agitated.
The child’s heart beat as fast as the time it had fallen
in the water, before it knew how to swim. The child
was transfixed. The Darkman shook like a dog, snow
dusted the air around him. He slowly raised a hand,
the fingers curling inward, until only one remained, a
finger it placed where the mouth would be, if he even
had a mouth. The child took a breath to scream again.
The Darkman shook his head, turned and walked
away. The child, swallowing its scream watched the
black figure as far as it could. The Darkman walked
into next door’s garden, and the child heard the knock,
knock, knock on the neighbour’s door.
“Don’t let him in. Don’t invite him in.
Don’t…” The child murmured before the front door
opened, there was a greeting, a low response and the
door closed again. Next door had invited the Darkman
in.
“Muuuuuum!” The child cried, its scream now
released. The roar of canned laughter preceded heavy
footsteps up the stairs. The child’s door opened fast.
“What’s all this shouting about?” Father said
coming into the room. “Hmmm?” A couple of short
steps brought him to the child’s bed, where he sat.
The child lay down. “Your mother and I are trying to
watch TV. You need to go to sleep.”
The child wanted to talk about the Darkman,
but the Father wouldn’t understand. Only Mother
knew. Instead the child nodded, let Father tuck it in,
and snuggled down.

“Night night,” Father said and closed the door
behind him. The landing light was off. The birds who
lived in the eaves above the child’s room—quiescent
whilst Father had been there—started to make a fuss
again. Voices rose next door.
There was a crash which jerked the child
fully awake, jolted it into a sitting position. The child
looked out, it couldn’t see anything. The world was
more white, the air a static of snow. The child panted
like a wounded animal. The Darkman was making
mischief next door!
The bedroom door opened, slowly, the child
ducked beneath covers. “Make it go away,” an uttered
prayer.
“Are you awake?” a small voice whispered.
The child poked its head out. The siblings crept
into the room. Eldest and Middle Child. Middle Child
closed the door slowly, quietly.
“The Darkman is next door,” the child said in a
whisper to match Eldest.
“Don’t be such a divvy. It’s Kelly’s nutter
boyfriend,” Eldest said. Kelly lived next door, an
almost adult and occasional babysitter.
“Squidge up. We want to see,” Eldest said as
both siblings climbed onto the bed.
“I don’t want to see,” the child said.
“Then you’d best shut up and let us watch,”
Eldest said.
Middle Child virtually never said anything but
left the child alone, mostly, unless Eldest was around.
Middle Child always took Eldest’s side. There was
another crash next door. Raised voices. The sound of
the front door opening.
“I think she’s chucked him,” Eldest announced.
The sound of scrunching again. The child
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decided it didn’t want to see the Darkman again,
didn’t want the Darkman’s gaze to sweep over it,
didn’t want to attract its attention.

covered by shadowy clothing. Mick was dressed in a
garish red jumper. They were like blood and ash upon
the snow.

“Hide… Please hide,” the child said to the
siblings.

“Make it stop. Make it go away. Make us
safe,” the child prayed.

Eldest snorted.
“He’s stopped,” Eldest said.
There was shouting outside. Bad words cut
through the silence of the snow.
“Is the Darkman going?” the child asked.
“Shhhh,” Middle Child hissed.
Eldest was engrossed.
There was a roar outside. Like nothing the
child had ever heard before. There was rage in it,
and loss, grief deeper than any the child had known,
and pain, so much pain. The child wondered why the
Darkman was so dark. The child shivered in fear.
There was the sound of glass smashing, and
again, shockingly loud in the muffling air which was
still swirling with snow. The child could see the sky,
a uniform white, from where it lay. Hoping that the
siblings would stop looking, they’d only attract the
Darkman to them next.
Another loud shattering and an answering roar.
This one just rage and incoherence.
“Uh-oh, Mick is coming out. Now he’s for it,”
Eldest narrated. Mick was next door’s Father. A blackcab driver, bullet head, thick neck, more tattoos than
Father. Both siblings were breathing fast, the child
gasped again. Eldest was red, Middle Child pale.
There was a shout, all the syllables smashed
together, and the child risked a glance out of the
window. Like two bull seals, Mick and the Darkman
slammed against each other, chest to chest. Each
snarling incoherent words. The Darkman was still

“Shush you baby. I can’t hear what they’re
saying,” Eldest said still staring out the window.
Middle Child just glared. It was a very good glare.
Well practised. The child shut up. The child was quiet
but terribly worried about Mick.
“He threw bricks through the windows!”
Eldest’s voice was filled with wonder. As though such
an act of vandalism was the most perfectly wonderful
thing they’d ever been witness to.
blue.

The shadows were suddenly painted bright

“Moira must have called the police,” Eldest
announced. Moira was the Mother next door.
The child’s Mother and Father were obviously
still downstairs, probably watching out of the front
window. There was much more shouting. The child
was just sneaking a peek when Mick threw the first
punch. The Darkman didn’t seem to move much but
the punch flew well wide of the mark. The Darkman
jerked, almost too fast for the eye to follow and Mick
was on the ground. His jumper like a wound against
the snow. Kelly screamed like it was her knocked to
floor. Eldest made an ‘ooo’ sound, and Middle Child
sucked in a breath across a flash of teeth. The blue
lights came closer.
“I’ll be back!” the Darkman shouted. The
whole of his lower face a blackness. The child thought
the Darkman’s eyes were upon the window where the
children looked down upon the scene. “I’m coming
for you.” He shouted doing an about turn and sprinting
away. The crunching of the snow marking his passage
even when he was out of sight.
The police car arrived, and two policeman
jumped out. The child heard the front door open, and
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Father was outside, muffled against the snow.

and rested against the deep cold of the window, its
breath steaming the single glazed pane, the Darkman
returned. Obviously not caught by the police.

“Don’t let Him in,” the child said, still
breathing hard.
Eldest knocked on the window and pointed
down the road. The two policeman looked up, but so
did Father. The police turned to look where Eldest was
pointing, but Father narrowed his eyes and his face
took on that ‘you are in big trouble’ look the three
children knew so well.
The lights went out. Like someone had thrown
a blanket over the street. Not a single house had lights,
the TV’s murmur stopped. The streetlights became
dark. The blue flashing lights of the police car the only
source of illumination, matched by the pale blue flame
of the gas bottle heater.
“He’s coming!” the child screamed.
‘Shhhhh!’ Eldest said.
Middle Child gulped.
The front door opened. There was a heavy
tread on the stairs. Father stomped in.

The child jerked awake. The Darkman glanced
up, spotted the child and repeated his finger against
the mouth gesture from earlier. The black-clad figure
walked calmly to the end of the road and disappeared
down the alleyway between the houses. The Darkman
was going to break in from the back.
The child needed a candle, it scooted over to
its toy cupboard, opened a drawer very slowly and
found a stickle brick wand it had made a few days ago.
The child knew that stickle bricks burned, it had tested
this out previously on the gas canister heater, earning
itself a severe telling off from Mother.
The stickle bricks burned with a greenishblue flame and a sweetly toxic smell. The child, after
dripping hot melting plastic on its hand, held it at an
angle. The drips falling on the carpet with tiny blue
flashes of flame. The child walked softly to its parents’
room, at the back of the house, the one overlooking
the back yard, the makeshift candle a banishment for
the Darkman.

“Right you three. To bed with you. We’ll
discuss your punishment tomorrow.” He scooped up
Middle Child and, hand on Eldest, steered the siblings
out of the youngest’s room and into the one they
shared. He leaned round the door briefly. “Bed!” he
shouted. The child scooted into bed and pulled the
covers up to its chin.

When it got to Mother and Father’s bedroom
it pushed the pouffe over to the window and lifted up
the net curtain. The child could not see the Darkman
so held the improvised candle up high. Too high.
With a whoosh the net curtain caught flame. The child
stumbled backwards, falling from the pouffe, landing
upon the floor with a bang, the improvised candle
flying from its hand to land under the bed.

The door closed. Father clomped downstairs.
Everything was still dark. The child closed its eyes
and tried very hard to sleep. The blue flashing lights
outside disappeared. The car reversing, then driving
away. But what about the Darkman?

There was thumping up the stairs. “What
the…?” Father’s voice. The child spotted wisps of
smoke coming from under the bed and crawled over
to it, about to reach under, when thick black clouds
started to roll out of the gap beneath it.

The child stood once more and looked
outside. The twilight world was painted white and
thick flakes continued to fall. The child hugged
itself and stood shivering, waiting for something to
happen. Eventually, as the child’s head grew heavy

The child started crying. The door slammed
open, and Father was there, he picked the child up
and ran, across a smouldering carpet, the fastest the
child had ever been carried, leaping downstairs. As
soon as the child was on the floor Father shouted
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“Fire!” and ran back upstairs to rescue the other two
children. Mother was suddenly in the hall. The front
door thrown wide, the child’s hand grabbed, the child
dragged outside, into the freezing cold, the falling
snow.
Father came out carrying Middle Child, Eldest
in tow. The family turned to look back at the house.
The fire was an insatiable monster rampaging through
the upstairs. The child’s bedroom ablaze, smoke
gushing out of the top of the windows. The family
took several steps backwards once the windows
smashed from the heat and tongues of flame licked the
roof. All the children were crying, Mother and Father
seemed stunned. The child was warm on the front and
freezing on the back. Stood in the deep snow with
more settling in its hair and on its nightclothes.
Neighbours from both sides ran out of their
houses, a thin envelope between them and the hungry
flames. Next door’s windows gaped open, behind
the one closest to the child’s room was a baleful
yellow glow. The fire having scuttled across the roof,
setting Kelly’s bedroom alight. When the Darkman

appeared at the gaping hole, looking down on them,
the child knew that Kelly had only just escaped. The
child pointed to the Darkman who stood watching the
people outside. The ends of the Darkman’s black scarf
whipping in the wind generated from the heat of the
flames.
The child recognised that it had won. The
Darkman was contained by the fire. That it would
never haunt the child again. The child considered the
loss of the house, its toys, its clothes, the TV, a small
price to pay to be rid of the Darkman. Above the
house two birds circled. Their empty nest lost to the
flames. Ash spiralled into the sky to meet the vortex
of snow being dumped by the clouds. Black and white
swirled together. The child looked down as a flake of
ash landed at its feet, next to the splash of blood from
where Mick was punched.
“We should go in and get him,” Father said to
Mick who shook his head decisively. The Darkman
pointed at the people outside. Towards the child, or
so it thinks, Kelly shouted “No!” and the Darkman
turned, and walked into the flames.
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Author Interview:
Daniel Pike

at Phobos.
FH: Tell us what the Wolf of Descarta is about.
DP: The Wolf of Descarta is a Cyberpunk/
Dystopia novel set in the far future where simulation
has become more relevant to most people than the real
world. A virtual reality network called the Dream Box
can create any fantasy one can imagine and connects
billions of people across the colonised galaxy; the
catch is that the system is government-regulated and
revealing one’s true identity on-line is a crime. This
sophisticated pacification tool is threatened when an
AI life-form evolves and tries to take control of the
network and those connected to it. This leads to the
government assembling a motley crew of outsiders to
defend the one place that still feels like home to them:
Cyberspace.
Each character has an avatar, or rendering,
in the Dream Box that represents their deferred or
impossible dreams in the real world. For example, the
main character, Jaren Reese, is a knight in a Fantasy
simulation and sometimes identifies more with this
role than his true identity—that of a menial labourer
at a waste management facility in the Frontier Worlds.
For some characters, the line between the real world
and the dream world begins to blur, and they will have
to choose between them or risk losing both.

Links:
The Wolf of Descarta:
http://amzn.to/1Kt99M0
Betrayal at Phobos:
http://amzn.to/1Rb9rXr
Blog: www.pikeknight.com
Twitter: @pikeknight
Author Bio: Daniel Pike left a life of obscurity
as a ghostwriter to accept a position in the hallowed
halls of academia, believing a career in education
would probably keep the lights on in his house and his
two daughters, Aurie and Kiera, clothed and fed.

The Wolf of Descarta was originally marketed
as Romantic Science Fiction because a big part of
Reese’s character arc involves trying to pin down the
identity of a woman he has met in the Dream Box
but can never know in reality. I wouldn’t consider
it a Romance novel per se, but there are definitely
romantic elements to the story. My plan was to make it
accessible to those new to the Cyberpunk genre.

He soon realised he laboured under an
unfounded delusion: that teachers, in exchange for
lousy pay and long hours, were then granted extensive
vacations—during which time he would be constantly
writing. Well, it didn’t exactly work out that way, but
with enough caffeine, anything, even publication, is
possible.

FH: What did you learn about writing whilst writing
the book?

The Wolf of Descarta is the first of the Dream
Box series and introduces readers to a virtual world
where anything imaginable is possible—except for the
truth. The Cyberpunk adventure continues in Betrayal

DP: I actually cut my teeth on this novel while
studying under a classic Science Fiction writer named
Paul Cook. I originally wanted to write Fantasy, which
will be fairly apparent to anyone who reads The Wolf
of Descarta because many of the simulations are
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Fantasy gaming scenarios. Cook inspired me to try
my hand at Science Fiction, so I ended up writing
almost a genre bender that I believe has something for
everyone. I think that last bit is important—a piece of
writing might fit under one umbrella, but that doesn’t
mean it can’t contain elements from other genres if the
story’s premise allows for it.
FH: Do you have a set writing process, if so what is
it?

FH: Which character in your book do you most
identify with and why?
DP: It’s a toss-up between Jaren Reese, the
quixotic knight dropped into the wrong century,
and Renton Hayes, the notorious hacker with a god
complex and the skills to back it up.
FH: Which bit of your writing are you most proud of?

DP: Every book I’ve written has been a
different experience. The Wolf of Descarta took quite a
bit of planning and multiple discovery drafts because
I was still building the universe. The sequel, Betrayal
at Phobos, required only an outline and a few drafts,
but was much harder to start because it was my first
attempt at a sequel and I wasn’t sure how much my
readers should already know. Manifesto, another
project in the editing phase, was plotted on a cocktail
napkin, set down (rather furiously) in four-week
writing session, and now just needs some pruning and
tightening. I agree with Thomas Kent that there is no
single process that works for every writer every time,
but certain rituals help put us in the right mindset to
write.
FH: Do you write a lot of short stories?
DP: Not at all. I actually started my writing
career by disguising sections of my novels as short
stories and sending them to contests. Patrick Rothfuss
advised this in a brief e-mail correspondence; he
admitted he couldn’t write a query letter to save his
life and didn’t like writing short stories either, so he
used this strategy to gain some recognition. Wise man.
FH: Do you prefer the long or short form? How do
you feel about Flash Fiction?
DP: I think that minimalism has its place; I
simply haven’t been able to write anything decent
under 50,000 words. And if I’ve written 50,000 words,
I feel like I may as well go for 80,000 to 100,000
words. Rather than writing short stories, I’d rather
release a novel in serial like Frank Herbert originally
did with Dune.

DP: While it pulls from several genres and
was inspired by multiple sources, I feel like The Wolf
of Descarta is my shot at writing something original
instead of contributing a cookie cutter story to an
already over-saturated genre. Wolf has been compared
to Ready Player One, but I originally wrote it back
in 2003 and didn’t know a thing about Ernest Cline’s
work (other than Fanboys, which was great) until
after it was released. Both books probably scratch the
same Cyberpunk itch, but mine is aimed at an older
audience and is not quite as lighthearted.
FH: Tell us a bit about how you got published?
Did you go via a slush pile? Get an agent before a
publisher?
DP: The Wolf of Descarta was originally
published as a novelette in a Sci-Fi/Fantasy anthology;
again, sending it out this way was Patrick Rothfuss’s
idea, so I have him to thank. From there, I negotiated
(bumbled into) a three-book contract for the series.
I’ve honestly had more luck with editors, publishers,
and even celebrity authors than I have with literary
agents. They used to send me such wonderful praise
in their rejection letters, though. I even had one agent
offer to represent The Wolf of Descarta and then make
the decision to retire instead. Oh, the rage…
FH: In one sentence what is your best piece of advice
for new writers?
DP: Don’t be discouraged by rejection—
published authors are just regular people who loved
writing enough to develop a voice and were too
stubborn to quit.
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It’s A Living
Jeff Durkin
“I’m melting!” The last words uttered by the
shrinking mound of green flesh that was formerly the
Wicked Witch of the West. One of the Witch’s Winkie
Guards tapped the smoking lump of quivering goo
with the end of his spear. It made a burbling noise, but
otherwise seemed content to dissolve into wisps of
acrid steam.
“The witch is dead. Ding dong, the witch
is dead!” The Guards started to dance a traditional
Winkie celebratory jig, which involved substantial hip
thrusting and knee-slapping. The young human girl
who had doused the witch with the bucket of water
that had led to her melting, clutched her tiny, yapping
dog tightly to her bosom and looked queasy.
Her companions - a human/lion hybrid, a
barely functional lumbermecha and a rather sinister
looking animated scarecrow - danced about with
relief. Even among the mob of slapping, thrusting
Winkies, they looked hideous.
Gary and Lars hung back from the growing
mob of Guards. Gary picked a nit from the fur of
his left forearm - a nervous habit - and turned to his
friend.
“What the fuck do we do now?”
Lars flexed his wings. “I have no idea. But
I’m getting out of here before those Winkie bastards
decide to have a go at us.”
Lars lifted off from the floor of the castle
and flew out of the nearest window. Gary hesitated
a moment. One of the guards handed the human the
witch’s broom. That made her the new dictator of the
realm.

Meet the new boss, Gary thought, same as the
old boss.
He dropped his javelin and followed Lars.
The fortress was already in a state of tumult. The
Winkies were looting the larder and treasury. A mob
of them were pitching the witch’s human advisors
from the parapets into the Black Chasm of Eternally
Discomforting Falls. (Which sounds more impressive
in Winkiespeech.)
Gary’s fellow flying monkeys were gathering
in the grey storm clouds gathered over the fortress.
He saw Lars hanging out with a group from their unit.
Gary flew up to them and joined the tight circle of
orbiting aerial simians.
“Maybe I’ll go back to school,” Bobby Joe, the
unit’s second-in-command was saying, “I was only a
few credits short of my degree. Then sit for the CPA
exam and boom! I’m rolling in bananas.”
“You think the new chick will want to re-hire
us?” Calvin asked no one in particular.
“If she has half a brain,” Lars chimed in. “But
her companions look like a bunch of doucheburgers
and the Winkies had her surrounded. They’ll probably
say she doesn’t need us.”
Gary felt suddenly tired. Not from the flying;
he could do this for hours. No, he was tired in his
heart. This morning, his life had seemed predictable,
certain. Spend twenty years cracking skulls for the
witch, then retire to Ville de Singe, marry some solidly
built woman with stout wings, have a nice litter of
kids and live off his pension. Finding a new job was
not part of his plans.
“I’m going to go get a drink,” he announced.
He flexed his wings and dropped into a shallow dive.
He was heading towards Gumbldorffer Town, site of
the nearest watering hole. Lars followed, as did Bobby
Joe and Calvin. In twos and threes the rest of the
monkeys began to drift away from the swilling mass
of furry fliers, heading to all directions of the compass.
A few headed back to the fortress, where they were
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tragically killed and eaten when drunken Winkies
mistook them for Hirsute Turkeys, a rare delicacy in
Winkieland.

“Ah, celebrating something, are we?”

Gumbldorffer Town, however, was quiet. A
few of the Winkies who worked the fields in the area
trudged along the muddy streets, trying to get to their
hovels before the storm broke. Gary and his friends
landed in front of the Broken Oxcart, the one and
only tavern in Gumbldorffer Town. They entered; the
warmth of the blazing fire in the central pit keeping
out the growing chill in the air.

Lindela’s smile wavered. Gary pulled out his
coil sack and dropped into on the table. It made a rich
clatter that returned warmth to Lindela’s face. “Right
away, boys.”

Other than Niddlepudder, a fat Winkie with
lemon coloured skin who owned the Broken Oxcart,
his equally fat wife Lindela who served as barmaid
and two Winkies in mud-covered overalls warming
their backs at the fire-pit, the tavern was empty.

“Who’s going to hire you as an accountant?”
Calvin asked. The ales arrived before Bobby Joe could
answer and Calvin lost interest immediately, in favour
of snatching one of the pint mugs and draining half of
it in one gulp.

Lindela waddled up to the table, smiling
broadly. “What can I get you boys?”

“I don’t know. Maybe the Mischievous Witch
of the South-Southeast? I heard she hires non-humans.
Her Treasurer is a Walrus,” Booby Joe said, although
by that time, no one was listening.

“Four ales,” Gary said. “Followed by at least
four more.”

“Yeah, unemployment.”

“I’m going to go back to school. That’s it,”
Bobby Joe said, trying to convince himself that this
was a viable course of action.

“How about you, Gary?” Lars asked, wiping a
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froth of beer foam from his upper lip.
“How about me?” Gary stared at his beer. “I
plan on drinking until I puke… and then starting over
again.”
Lars shook his head. “Good plan,” he said,
sarcastically. “I think I’ll check in with my uncle
Milo. He usually has something going on.”
“This is so messed up,” Calvin said. “Who the
fuck was that bimbo?”
“Some assassin from the Emerald City, I
assume,” Bobby Joe said, before slurping down his
pint. He held the pewter mug up, signalling he needed
another one. “It’s those hair twists. Dead giveaway.
Humans use them to show how many kills they’ve
made.”
“That’s bullshit,” Gary said. “Do those people
look like a hit team?”
“Well, what do you think? If you got all the
answers,” Bobby Joe replied.
“Don’t know, don’t care. Whoever she is, the
fact is she killed the Witch. Either she takes over or
there’s a power vacuum and a civil war. Either way, I
doubt we’re going to make out very well. You know
what humans think about us.”
All four monkeys nodded gravely. They knew
how popular flying monkey skin throw rugs were in
the human lands.
“Well, I’m not going to just sit around here,”
Calvin said. He finished off his beer and stood up.
“I’m going to head back to the castle and find out
what’s going on.”

Calvin left without another word. Upon
returning to the castle, he was captured by a group of
guards who had drunk the Witch’s rubbing alcohol
stash. Within the hour, he was lathered in something
resembling a vinegary North Carolina Barbecue sauce
- by a quirk of language, also called North Carolina
Barbecue sauce in Winkiespeech – and was being slow
roasted in the castle’s courtyard.
After finishing his fourth mug of ale, Bobby
Joe rose on unsteady legs. “Well, that’s it for me. I’m
heading back home. If I’m quick enough, I can get
there in time for fall registration at the university.
Good luck, guys. When I’m established, if you need
your taxes prepared, I’ll give you a discount.”
Lars and Gary watched him go. He was
lurching to the right and Gary was certain he’d fly that
way as well. Instead of heading to the Great Northern
Monkey Kingdom, he’d probably wind up in the
Snailman Republic. Gary knew from experience how
hard it was to get Snailman mucus out of fur.
“And then, there were two,” Gary said.
“One,” Lars replied. He finished his pint and
scattered some coins on the table. “You coming with
me?”
“To go beg your uncle for a job? No thanks. I
think I’ll just sit here a while and enjoy the view.”
Lars glanced around. Based on the force he
was using, Niddlepudder was in a desperate struggle
to pick snot out of nose with his index finger. Lindela
was leaning against the bar, scratching her expansive
ass. The Winkie farmers were starting up a game of
ear-boxing.
“Okay,” Lars said, shaking his head in
disbelief. “Well, take care of yourself.”

“Good luck with that,” Gary said.
Calvin opened his mouth, ready to try and talk
his squad mates into coming with him. But, Lars and
Gary were no longer paying attention and Bobby Joe
was raising his mug, ready for round three.

“You too.”
Gary watched Lars leave The Broken Oxcart.
He winced as one of the farmers slapped his friend’s
ears hard enough that Gary could hear a distinct echo.
He finished his drink and held up his mug. As Lindela
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wobbled towards him, fresh mug in hand, he knew
he’d have to figure something out.

“See, twice a day,” Gary slurred.
“Listen, I have something.”

Two weeks later, Lars entered The Broken
Oxcart. It was more crowded than the last time he’d
been there. A dozen farmers were eating and drinking.
Two of the former guards lounged in one corner,
paying for meat and mead with a pile of gold taken
from the castle. Niddlepudder and his wife were busy
serving the patrons. None of this interested Lars in the
slightest. He was here for Gary.

Gary grinned, “Did you get firedick from a
Winkie hooker? Didn’t I always tell you, never stick it
in anything yellow?”
Lars grabbed his friend’s shoulder and gave it a
good shake. Gary felt queasy from the sudden motion.
“Hey, earthquake.”

Gary was in the same seat. Drained mugs
covered the table top. Lars wondered if he had moved
at all.

“Gary, sober up.”
Gary laughed. “Does that actually work?
Telling someone to sober up? Because, I have my
doubts.” He punctuated his statement with a loud
belch.

“Hey,” Lars said, approaching his friend.
“Hey,” Gary replied. His speech was about as
slurred as his thinking. “Have a seat, buddy.”

“See if this helps. 5 pieces of gold a week.”

Lars sat down and motioned for a drink.

Surprisingly, that did help. Gary’s brain still
felt like it was wrapped in vodka soaked cotton, but,
he found some clarity returning.

“So, how are you doing?”
“Great. World is my prairie oyster.”

“Really?”

“Are those the same clothes you were wearing
when I left?’

“Really. It’s all chaos out there. I found out
that the chick who killed the Witch is named Dotty
or something like that. Apparently, she’s some sort
of anarchist terrorist. After dropping a house on the
Wicked Witch of the East and the assassination here,
she staged a coup in the Emerald City. She had her
lumbermecha cut off the Wizard’s head.”

Gary looked down, face momentarily twisted
in confusion. Then he picked at a dried splotch of
some yellow substance and tasted it. “Yeah, I think
so.”
“Have you moved at all?”

“Is that possible? Wasn’t he just a head?”

“Sure have,” Gary replied as Lindela arrived
with Lars’s drink. “Lindela, my voluminous vixen, tell
my friend here about how much I’ve moved.”
Lindela, slightly repulsed by the stench of
Gary’s unwashed fur, forced a smile. “He gets up at
least twice a day to vomit out back.”
She placed the mug in front of Lars and
waddled away.

“Look, the point is, the power structure in Oz
is shifting. My Uncle Milo- ”
“Here we go… ”
Lars continued, ignoring Gary’s interruption.
“My Uncle Milo can get us mercenary work in
Munchkinland. The Lollipop Guild is going to war
with the Sugarplum Fairy Collective.”
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“Why?”
“Why? Something about rights to the Cotton
Candy Bogs. Who cares. They’re paying some serious
coin for experienced troops. That’s us. We’d be
fighting fairies. They’re little fuckers. We can just step
on them. It will be the easiest gold we’ve ever made.
How about it?”
Gary settled back in the uncomfortable chair.
He watched Niddlepudder’s never ending struggle
with the contents of his nostrils. He took in the

mustard coloured Winkie peasants getting drunk
enough to stand sleeping with their wives. He ran a
finger through the matted fur of his head. Even though
he was drunk, he wasn’t drunk enough to think this
was the way he wanted to live.
“Okay. Sure. Mercenary work sounds great,”
Gary said, voice thick with drunken sarcasm.
“Well, it might not be great,” Lars replied,
“But at least it’s a living.”
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Just War

are now dressed in a rag-tag mix of uniforms,
captured clothing and animal furs. Most of the
infantry have discarded their standard-issue assault
rifles for the enemy version. Although it is only a
semi-auto, it is more accurate, also using a grease
that does not freeze overnight.

By David Gullen
Part Three

Back with my crew I give them our new
orders, and find that we have been reinforced to full
strength by a man and a woman, both very young,
both hungry-looking. The man, Euan Uffman, is a
red-head, tall and gangly. The woman is big-boned
but lacking meat. When she salutes I see the fingers
on her broad hands are square, the nails chewed.

Day 422
We are reassigned again.
While we were away, Lenzl-Wington has
been killed. Blown up by a tripwire mine while
storming another convoy. His replacement is a
youthful, round-faced brigadier called Belhaven. I
immediately take a liking to him, both amused by
the round frames of his spectacles, floppy blond
hair and over-long trenchcoat, and impressed by the
Vermillion Thistle on his breast.

“Private Mina Kernow,” she says.
“Where have you been, Kernow?” I ask.
“Sir?”
her.

Noticing my gaze, he laughs, his hand rising
self-consciously to cover the medal. “Orders are to
wear decorations to inspire the troops. Many soldiers
deserve medals, few get them. I was lucky.” He
grimaces. “Perhaps unlucky.”

“Yes, Sergeant.”
“What’s your experience? Where have you
fought?”

“I am sure the men and women understand
that, sir.”

Behind them Suzi and Elsa roll their eyes
upwards. Stuffing his hands in his pockets, Kosygyn
kicks at the snow. I realise they have already had
this conversation.

“Thank you, er… ”
1176.”

“Don’t call me Sir, I’m a Sergeant,” I tell

“Corporal Pedersen, sir. Machine gun unit

I read our orders: embarkation at 16:00 for
an overnight convoy to Forward Oil Well Seventeen,
where we will form part of the defensive perimeter.

Belhaven glances down at his papers
and frowns. “It says Sergeant Pedersen here.
Congratulations. I suppose this means you are owed
some more back pay.”

“This is a vital role,” I explain, repeating
Belhaven’s briefing. “The oil wells are a crucial part
of the effort to reduce dependency on supply while
we build up reserves for the spring push.”

“Yes sir, thank you, sir.”

As we prepare to embark, Kosygyn and Elsa
come up to me. I assume they are going to bitch
about the new recruits. To be honest I am less than
happy with them myself, they are liabilities. I am

“I’m sure you deserve it, Sergeant.”
There have been other changes too. Veterans
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wrong, they are upset about our orders.

an insulated, concealed outpost.

“Defence?” Kosygyn asks.

“This is an excellent idea,” Belhaven says
when he comes to inspect our prototype.

“What the fuck is that about?” Elsa says.

“It’s self-interest, really.” I say.

Day 447

“I agree, what’s good for you is good for
us all. Speaking of which, I want you to conduct a
review of our defences.”

The days of luxury with evenings spent in
the saunas are long gone. I am sure Kernow and
Uffman think we are mocking them with our tales,
but despite their inexperience they are careful and
quick soldiers, and we tolerate them.

I am shocked, Belhaven has given me an
order better suited to an officer. He is smiling.

“They make me think of Rolf and Mitchell.”
Suzi mutters, peering along the sights of our new
MG241.

“Jump to it, Lieutenant.”
I stare at him open-mouthed, then salute.
“Yes, sir.”

Forward Oil Well Seventeen consists of
two fifteen-tonne rocker pumps, a flare tower, four
empty oil storage units for use when the pipeline
is down, a pumping house, a reinforced concrete
barracks with basement armoury, six engineers
and one hundred and twenty infantry. We have
six MG241s, two Banlites, and two hundred antitank rockets in the armoury. Although most of the
defences form an arc facing north, we maintain a
full perimeter. The one luxury is that the gas flare
has been rerouted to provide heating in the barracks.

“It’s field-status only. Later on, we’ll see.”
“Sir, I’ll need my squad. They’ll need some
authority.”
“Your discretion, Lieutenant.”
I call the others together, tell them our brief,
then copy Belhaven’s manner. “We have twelve
hours to make a report. Sergeant Laumberg, Private
Uffman, you will accompany me. Private Kernow,
you will assist Corporals Montana and Kosygyn.”

Four shell craters form a line about two
hundred metres from the barracks. I order one
covered with felled trees, lined and floored with cut
logs.

It’s all I can do not to laugh at their
astonished faces, so I salute and walk away. Behind
me I hear hurried words then two pairs of footsteps
running after me. Suzi touches my shoulder.
“Look,” she says, pointing across the snowy ground
to where my two new Corporals are marching
towards a group of soldiers idling beside a Banlite.
Kosygyn is shouting at them, gesticulating.

Uffman is upset when he realises we will not
be sleeping in the warm barracks. “The barracks are
safe, the walls are 1.8 metres of ferro-concrete.”
“I don’t care about what can’t get in.” I say.
“I want to be somewhere we can get out.”

“You’ve made them proud,” she says.

Kosygyn walks Uffman and Kernow round
the barracks, pointing out how six hostiles with light
weapons could pin down the entire garrison. Two of
the engineers tag along, then talk to Belhaven. Soon
there are several other units copying our design for

Day 449
The temperature has been falling all day.
Freezing fog riming every surface, reducing
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visibility to less than twenty meters. It’s not until
3pm that a low, watery sun breaks through the mist
and low clouds, and by then the temperature is
dropping again.

then mills aimlessly in front of us as it waits for the
infantry to advance.
While it does, we attack with the Banlites
and armour-piercing rockets. The tanks take losses
and fall back, exposing their infantry, which we
destroy with the MG241s.

Uffman and I are one of the eight two-man
patrols I have sent out around the perimeter. We
are standing behind a birch tree when Uffman says,
“Did you hear that?”

The attacks have been coming ever since
Uffman and I returned. Moments later the first
white-painted tanks crawled into view, machine
guns chattering, main armament depressed to fire
down into our foxholes and entrenchments.

“No. Be quiet.”
It feels like we are standing in a bowl, the
chill fog forming a wall around us. Each direction is
the same as any other, we have taken care to learn
the terrain well.

Kosygyn and Uffman man one Banlite, Suzi
is on the MG241 with Elsa as feeder. Armed with
assault rifles, Kernow and I are the spotters and
defence. Back to full strength, we are an effective
unit. Kosygyn soon has a tank brewing up. Hatches
clang open, the crew bail out and we kill them as
they run. Kernow is an excellent shot.

Then I hear it, a distant crunch of breaking
undergrowth. Then, under it, a low rumble.
Uffman looks at me, listening intently. He
opens his mouth, frost caking the ginger stubble of
moustache and beard. I hold up a finger and he stays
silent.

The next attack is the same, and the next.
Our casualties are trivial, one killed, eleven
wounded, none serious.

There it is! A coughing growl, far ahead, but
closing, the sound coming clear through the dense
mists, an engine revving as the driver changes gear.

lull.

“Armour,” I whisper. “They’ve been waiting
for the weather.”

Belhaven and I tour the perimeter during a

“At this rate we can hold out indefinitely.
The armoury is fully stocked, we have over one
thousand armour-piercing Banlite shells, nearly a
million rounds of MG241, and grenades and spare
barrels.”

Uffman grabs my shoulder, pulling me to the
left. I see it. A ponderous bulk in the failing light,
heavy and primeval.

“When can we expect relief?” I ask.

I turn on my field radio, switch to transmit,
click send three times, then three more, and turn it
off.

“It’s too soon to say. The whole front is
being probed in strength.”

We slip back towards our lines.

I would have liked to lay out mines, but
they are one thing we don’t have. I assign squads
to setting out tripwire grenades, others to re-stuff
machine gun belts, and set up ammunition and
grenade caches around the perimeter.

Day 451
The enemy commit the same tactical mistake
again and again. It is the only reason we are alive.
Each time they attack, their armour pushes forward,

I hear shouts, small arms fire, then a thump
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and a whooshing noise. A giant hand grabs me and
tosses me through the trees.

The barracks is gone, the roof broken in two,
one section flat on the ground, the other leaning
against the remaining end wall. The gap underneath
is our hospital. Inside the perimeter are two wrecked
tanks, the high-water mark of the assaults while I
was unconscious.

Day 451 + x
“He’s awake.”
I hear Kernow’s voice, then fully come to. It
is dark, I’m hot, I can’t move.

Belhaven walks towards me from behind
the tanks, too-long coat flapping round his ankles, a
smile on his young, round face.

A candle flickers, gutters briefly then throws
yellow light across a low space. I’m in one of the
shell-hole dugouts, strapped into a stretcher on the
floor beside a small stove. Everyone else in my unit
is there, crouching round me, dirty, hollow-cheeked,
eyes wolf-yellow in the candlelit shadows.

“The more they attack, the more debris
we have to shelter behind,” he says cheerfully,
and shakes my hand. “It’s good to see you up and
about.” Then he turns his head aside and coughs.
“We’ve retained both Banlites and four MG241s,
but ammunition is short. Twenty rounds apiece for
the Banlites, about three thousand for the machine
guns. We’re only using two at a time.”

My head aches abominably, my tongue thick
as a sock. “Water.” I croak, and Elsa takes down a
tin can full of melted snow from the stove.

Defence is concentrated round the barracks,
the burned-out tanks, and flanking foxholes, a small
enclave less than three hundred metres across.

“How do you feel?” she says.
The water is tepid, stale, blissful. “What
happened?”

Belhaven and I look across the snowy
landscape. Small clusters of men and women huddle
beside equipment, a few others are gathered around
a fire. The ground is too hard to dig. Our dead lie
in rows at the back of the compound, shrouded by
snow. Behind us, amazingly, one of the oil pumps
still rocks serenely, indifferent to our struggles,
pumping crude oil into an ever deepening glistening
black pool. The other pump lies on its side beside
the crumpled flare tower. Beyond them the empty
storage tanks are punctured, lidless, riddled by shell
fire.

During the last attack an enemy sabotage unit
crept close and lay low. While we were rearming
they fired a rifle grenade through the barracks door,
exploding a case of shells a soldier was carrying
through the room, which then detonated the armoury.
Forty dead, including all the engineers, and eighteen
wounded.
Belhaven took over my squad, organised
the care of the wounded, split the defences into two
strongholds around the Banlites, and, under half
strength, threw back the next attack.

“It’s been quiet so far today,” Belhaven says,
coughing again. “That will mean they’ll come late
afternoon.”

My left hip bone is fractured, I have blurred
vision, cracked ribs and have been unconscious for
several days.

“How many do we have?” I ask.

Uffman has made me a birchwood crutch. He
and Suzi help me out of the dugout into a chill, sunlit
morning of blue sky and bitter winds.

“They have flame tanks now.”
“How many?”
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“Sixty-one.”

The Next Day

“Sixty-one and a half,” I say.

Belhaven’s cough has turned into a dreadful
hack. Thinking warm food will do us all good,
I order cook fires lit. My mending leg aches
abominably, though my double vision is clearing.
After several days of clear, cold sun, almost
impossibly, it feels a little warmer. I mention it to
Kosygyn.

Belhaven looks away into the distance and
quietly laughs.
A Day Later
Uffman has become a hero. After knocking
out a tank with the last shell of his Banlite, Kosygyn
orders him back. Just then another tank surges
through the smoke of its burning companion,
spraying a jet of fire towards the two men. Throwing
themselves flat, they watch the tank destroy the
Banlite, then swing its barrel towards them, smallarms fire spanging from its heavy front armour.

“A little less cold, you mean.”
“No, look here.” There is a series of small
icicles hanging from the bare branches of a larch,
refrozen meltwater, crystal clear and beginning to
melt again. A few drops fall, dimpling the snow
below.

‘Run!’ Kosygyn shouts, flinging himself
away to the left.

“A thaw,” Kosygyn mutters, looking around,
then grabs my arm. “Fuck me, Pedersen, look at
that.”

Uffman runs, but towards the tank, which
unleashes another gout of flame. Kosygyn, watching
in amazement, sees Uffman raise his arm, shielding
his face with his coat, dash under the fire stream and
along the side of the tank. Spare tracks and heavy
tools are strapped to the tank’s rear. Wrenching free
a crowbar, Uffman levers the tank tracks free of
the wheels, the tank’s own momentum spooling the
track out onto the ground.

At the base of an old birch trunk, now a
shell-struck, splintered ruin a metre above our
heads, a few white flowers have pushed up through
the snow. Kosygyn brushes the snow away,
revealing the tips of green, spear-like leaves, just
breaking free of the soil.
“They’re snowdrops, just like in the woods
near home,” Kosygyn says.

Gears whining, engine roaring , the tank
slews to a halt.

I see several more clusters when I tour our
defences with Belhaven. He is enchanted, but starts
coughing again, and can’t stop until Elsa brings him
some hot water.

Standing behind the tank Uffman calmly
shoots the crew as they emerge.
We cannot believe it, but during the next
attack, he does it again. Only semi-mobile, I am
helping guard the MG241 and see him from there.
And then Kosygyn copies him.

The temperature plummets in the night, a
damp cold that pinches at my ears, and makes my
damaged hip ache again. I lie in my bag shivering,
unable to sleep, listening to the others around me
breathing. Someone shifts restlessly, shuffles across
the floor, wriggles up close to me. It is Suzi.

Now we all carry crowbars from wrecked
tanks. One Banlite is not enough, but now we have
another weapon.

“I can’t sleep. It’s too cold,” she says.

There are forty-five of us.
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“It’s the thaw, the wet in the cold.”

the distance. In this latest attack Uffman has disabled
three, Kosygyn, myself and Elsa one apiece. Only
Uffman and Kosygyn have the nerve to take on the
flame-throwers head on. A dash into the fire, a roll in
the snow, and up again, against the tank, levering the
treads free. The rest of us lack the courage, choosing
to lie in wait until the machines rolled past.

“Warm me up.”
We unzip our bags, mine underneath, hers on
top. Our thermals, designed to be worn for days and
weeks at a time, open at convenient places. Suzi’s
cheek is like silk, her breath smells of acetone, her
flanks are chill and ridged with shrapnel scars. Her
mouth is softer than I imagined.

Now Euan Uffman is sitting in the snow, redmouthed, spindly legs kicking, spitting mouthfuls
of bright blood as he tries to speak. He looks at us
with imploring, desperate eyes, but he can’t make the
words come.

We warm each other up nicely, pressed
together. Soon her teeth start to rattle. I hold her
tight, stroke her head, start to shiver uncontrollably.
She squeezes me and I stifle a groan of pain from
my ribs. I smack her bottom. We have a fit of
giggles.

I lean on my crutch in front of him, Belhaven
beside me. It doesn’t take long.
Belhaven unpins his Vermillion Thistle and
lays it on Uffman’s blood-soaked chest. “You, more
than anyone,” he says.

Lying with Suzi in our sweaty, stained and
smelly thermals, hips pressed together, inhaling each
other’s stale breath, my hand on her buttock, hers
wrapped around me, I am suddenly wider awake
than I have been for a thousand years. When we
kiss again, it is with gentleness, and we take each
other more like old friends than new lovers. I feel
delirious, moving in her, living for the moment,
tomorrow forgotten. It’s fucking marvellous. We are
both fulfilled, first her, then me.

The rest of our brigade has gathered around
Uffman’s body: twenty three men, eleven women.
The ground churned by the battle is muddy,
elsewhere snow is turning to slush, all around is the
constant drip, drip of water falling from the trees.
Both oil pumps are destroyed, the engine room is a
wreck, the pipeline a fractured ruin.

Suzi rides down on me, slides herself free,
bites my ear, growling happily. I feel her relax as
she exhales.
asleep.

“What are we doing?” Kernow shouts. “Why
are we still here?”
The Last Days of Winter

“Warmer now?” I say, but she is already

It’s been about a week since we left Forward
Oil Well Seventeen. Building sledges and making
snow shoes, we load up with all the supplies and
spare kit we can carry. Before we move out we slide
our dead into the oil pond. Belhaven fires a flare into
the oil and we turn away. Nobody says anything.
Unable to walk far, I ride a sledge. Behind us the oil
burns in thick, roiling clouds cut with orange fire. A
black snow begins to fall.

And the Next
Uffman dies in the snow, choking and
spitting blood, eyes panicky, struggling for breath,
two small holes in his back, two bigger ones in
front.
Kosygyn crouches behind him, propping him
up. “It’s all right, son,” he says, but we know it isn’t.

The weather deteriorates, the thaw a false
spring. Freezing fog and cold mists wrap us for days
at an end. Belhaven’s coughing has turned into a

The roar of the withdrawing tanks fades into
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persistent, dry bark. He’s losing weight. We reach
the end of the pine forests, travelling open ground
for an hour before we realise we are crossing frozen
water. Old vehicle tracks cross it, running southwest, so we know the ice will bear us. At night we
camp on the far shore. Elsa and Kosygyn decide to
try for fish beneath the ice, walking out a hundred
yards and breaking holes with ice axes. They’re back
in half an hour.

been away from camp for six days, tracking a small
herd we have yet to close with. When we do, we
will try to kill one without guns. Our weapons are
running low on ammunition and we are learning to
rely on bows and spears for hunting.
The weather is improving, the nights getting
warmer, and Belhaven is getting better. The fat has
melted off him, but he no longer coughs. We are all
lean to the point of gauntness. Up ahead the trackers
have crested a rise, then turn back, waiting for us to
catch up. We hurry on, hoping to see the herd, but it
is something stranger, an image from our past.

“No luck?” I say.
“I’ll show you,” Kosygyn says, and I limp
out onto the ice beside him.

Stretching to the horizon, the field is littered
with the wreckage of a vast conflict. Rusting tanks,
trailing broken treads, turrets sagging, flanks ripped
open, sprawl everywhere. The skeletons of their
crews are already half submerged in the quickgrowing grasses, bedstraws and yellow asphodels.
Lizards bask on the turrets, birds flutter around
the open hatches, darting in and out of these new
nesting sites.

Away from the shore the ice is glassy.
Kosygyn scrapes snow away with his boot, shines
his torch into the ice and shows me the frozen
corpses, white like candle-wax, entombed in the ice.
“We tried a few places. It’s the same
everywhere. Fish is off.”
Overnight the fog lifts. A few of us head out
to hunt game. We are tracking a new kind of deer,
one with shovel-like antlers, when Suzi presses
down hard on my shoulder and I go flat.

“Smoke,” Kosygyn says, pointing into the
middle distance.
One of the other groups wandering the
plains have already found the battleground and set
up a forge. I decide to go back and tell Belhaven.
Kosygyn and Suzi will make contact with the
strangers while the others continue the hunt.

Away in the chill gloom a great shape is
moving silently through the firs. Behind it others
emerge, their young among them. We huddle in
the snow to watch them pass, ivory tusks brushing
the ground, hairy trunks swaying, a rich, rank must
reaching us from their woolly flanks and high,
domed foreheads.

Late Spring
Suzi rouses me before dawn, crawling naked
on top of me under the furs we still need to keep us
warm, easing herself down onto what she calls my
Morning Glory before I am fully awake.

Excited by the sight we kiss and tumble for
a while. They are heading north. In the morning we
decide we will hunt them.
Spring

The shrapnel scars on her stomach and leg
have faded, but still show white. Like myself and
many others, tattoos now adorn her shoulders and
calves.

Kosygyn, Suzi and I are in a group of ten
hunting mammoth across an endless meadow of
waving grass. Fat bumblebees yaw and hum through
stands of loosestrife and purple and white clover.
Overhead the sky is full of fleecy clouds. We’ve

A few minutes pass.
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“Come on,” she says, “time to get up.”

feathers and small bones. Our weapons are equally
varied. Kosygyn carries one of the shotguns and a
bow, Belhaven an assault rifle and three throwing
spears. Heavy knives are forged from the leafsprings of trucks. Others wield axes, rifles, hand
guns, even a few precious grenades, the latter now
mainly used for trade and favour, a kind of currency.

Slinging rifles over our shoulders, we take
up our spears and bows and crawl out of our skin
tent.
Elsa and Kernow are bringing the fire back
to life. Neither of them will be accompanying us
today, both due to give birth in just a few weeks.

The pre-dawn sky is brightening. Butterflies
flutter and glide among dog roses and blackberry
along the woodland’s edge. Birds are singing,
skylarks already on the wing. We form up and trot
into the north, heading towards the corn fields on the
borders of a strange new civilisation, loping towards
the twinkling lights of the pale cities beyond.

“Kosygyn won’t know what hits him,” Suzi
says, taking my hand.
The rest of us have gathered, over one
hundred and sixty men and women of the united
tribes, dressed in furs and old cammo, painted with
ochre and cochineal, our long hair decorated with

The End
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Book Extract

They come to see us bleed.
The aliens file into the theatre, their humanoid
shapes graceful and bleached. This is my first night
performing and I stand naked, tethered side stage as
the aliens click their tongues excitedly at each other.
I struggle to stand waiting in the wings, in
the comfort of dull light. I’m first in the line of naked
men.
The aliens, we call them Surgeons, don’t have
high expectations for me tonight. They haven’t even
bothered to place bets on how long they think I’ll last.
I’m barely the entrée for them.
The lights in the audience are dimmed, but I
can still make out their white forms and their red eyes
through the gap in the curtains.
The Surgeons keep the heating high, to help
with the flow of the performance. But still my skin
prickles, and my testicles shrivel as if they can hide.
Two guards glide over to me and my knees
tremble. I’m a stone in the deep sea, sinking. Slowly.
I’m not sinking fast enough. I can still breathe, so I
hold my breath, close my eyes and wait.
They grab my arms; stop my decline, heave
me up, back to standing. I gasp, as if I’ve been pulled
from the water, just in time. Sweat slides down my
hot face salty like the sea, falls from my chin and
continues the journey down my chest, collecting more
moisture on the way.
The Surgeons talk with their metal sound, as
one bends down and unlocks the chain that connects
me to seven men to my left. I’m still shackled, but
now only to myself. The guards push me forward and
I stumble. Their clicks sound like laughter. I regain
my balance, but I don’t continue to move towards the
stage. I can see the tray of sharp metal blades, razors,
knives, scalpels, and sickles. Adrenaline pumps hard
and fast inside of me but I stand frozen. Wishing. That
my heart will beat so fast it will explode. Then I won’t
have to perform.

Impatient clicking noises ripple out from the
audience. Their tongues clap in their dry mouths,
demanding the show to start. As they stare at the
empty stage they increase their rhythm and become
louder.
The guards force me, grip both my arms and
take me from my dark hiding place side stage into the
light. I shut my eyes against the sudden brightness as
the clicks take on a cheer-like sound.
Metal snaps behind me, near my feet. One
of the guards pats me on the shoulder. I flinch, my
movement draws up the tension in the chains and I
realise I’m a live puppet, hung ready to entertain, my
feet just touching the floor. I open my eyes, a fraction
at a time, until I can look without feeling pain from the
light.
The audience is noisy. They want me out of the
way to make room for the next human to be brought
out, someone who will last longer, someone who is
more experienced than me. So far all the rumours are
coming true. The snatches of stories we wove together
to try and work out what they wanted. Synthetic blood
isn’t enough. They want the real stuff. Watching feeds
them.
My feet are warm on the heated tiled floor.
I can see the metal drain at the front of the forward
sloping stage. It’s sunk so the audience can’t see it, but
they will see the rivers of red flowing towards them.
The Head Surgeon glides across from the other
side of the stage. He’s wearing a one-piece white suit
that darkens his ghostly skin. White goggles hide the
glow of his red eyes, so as not to ruin the performance.
They only want natural red colour on the stage.
I don’t know the exact routine. When I first
arrived, the other men in my cell wouldn’t tell me.

need.’

***
‘New blood,’ says one man. ‘Just what we
The men circle me. There are seven of them.
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They don’t look like they would be my friends. They
move around me checking me out as I stand, naked,
shaven and drowsy from drugs the aliens gave me.

His skin is dry and rough, his grip strong, but there’s a
weakness within him that I can’t name.
His eyes cloud over. ‘You’ll find out soon
enough. Just stay out on the stage as long as possible.
And whatever you, do don’t scream.’

Some brush their fingers over my chest, others
move their hands over my shoulders. Their touch, soft
and warm, makes me shiver.
‘Fresh flesh,’ says another. He sounds hungry.
I’m unsure what they really want. I’m unsure
if they are the enemy.
‘Are the stories true?’ I ask. They keep
walking around me. Touching my skin, men with scars
that turn my stomach. Scars with jagged edges knotted
like rough bark stretched taut over bodies.
‘Maybe,’ says one. His eyes are a red brown,
animal-like, ravenous. ‘Depends what you’ve heard.’
‘All you need to know is that you’ll be
rewarded if you last as long as you can,’ whispers
another in my ear; his hand on my shoulder, the other
on my belly.
‘What rewards?’ I haven’t heard about that.
Get caught and you end up dead was the simple moral
of the stories told on the moon-based colonies. Few
had escaped. Their broken bodies confirmed our fears,
their scars became the new words we read. Even
though they were free, they never lasted long. It was
as if they had exhausted all their willpower to survive
and now they no longer had such a powerful drive to
live. We buried them in the dry ground. No flowers
would rise here in the unfertile soil. Yet we still
honoured the customs. We weren’t savages.
‘Rewards worth getting,’ he says. He strokes
my belly. I force myself to stand, to endure his touch,
the touch of a man.
‘I’m Kre,’ he says. He lifts his hand from my
abdomen and holds it out to me. ‘In here, I’m your
friend.’
‘Tell me what they do,’ I say. I shake his hand.

***
My skin tingles. A few seconds have passed
but for me time slows down, as if it’s too scared to
allow the future to unfold. But it will. It has to. The
seconds move with my heartbeat. I don’t want to find
out if the stories told back on the moon were true. I
don’t want to be like the few men who escaped, the
ones we buried, but I don’t want to die here either. I’d
like to change my fate, alter the future that is about to
unfold. If only I knew how.
I do know the Surgeons come to see blood.
Human blood. Their desire to see blood seep from our
bodies has caused our near extinction. Our world bled
out. Even though there were billions of us, our lives
were much more fragile than we had ever imagined.
Driven by such a hunger, the Surgeons cut
open body after body to watch the blood flow free. A
new art form. They wanted to see the random patterns
form over smooth skin. Animals weren’t suitable
because their fur disrupted the flow. Only humans
satisfied them. Their satisfaction only lasted a short
while.
They had thousands of abattoir-like stations
set on spaceships for us humans, but it wasn’t simply
a matter of them dominating our civilisation. We had
something that fascinated them.
Blood.
We had something that fed desires. The
stations were stages, a Grand Guignol with real life,
real blood and real death. We weren’t being herded for
slaughter, but captured to perform. The Surgeons have
to be more careful. They want us to bleed but not kill
us. They want the performances to continue and never
stop. They can’t control their cravings. They want our
blood to flow so they can feel alive. To be one step
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closer to being human themselves – perhaps?

The Head Surgeon turns me around so my
back faces the audience. All I can see is a white
screen, glowing in the bright stage lights. The floor
leans to the right and then the left. I’m pulled tighter,
forced upright.

But it will have to stop one day – when
there are no more humans, or if we manage to rise
up against them. The latter is unlikely. We had our
chance and we weren’t strong enough. They simply
overwhelmed us. They descended on us, attacking
our defences so they could capture us. They must
have been observing us before they came. They were
organised and prepared. We weren’t. Holding out
the hand of friendship didn’t work for us. In fact it
helped the aliens. They took our hand of welcome
and began slashing. We managed a pitiful defence
before we collapsed, no matter the race, or culture,
or intelligence, most gave their bodies to the aliens,
unwilling as it was.

Bastards.
He moves his arms around my body and I
feel the movement of air kiss my skin. The chains
hold me in place and keep me standing. But they’ve
kept my arms unbound. I look at the tray of metallic
instruments, my arms hang limp by my side.
A hot streak sears through my shoulders. The
audience gasps. Someone groans in pain. Me?

I think those who fought were brave. At least
they gave some the chance to flee, in the newly built
spaceships, out into the universe. It was a miracle
some humans survived. But we are still being hunted.
The Surgeons search for us, driven by the sight of our
blood, they seek us out and bring us in to perform on
their ships – a mobile circus made just for humans, a
stage set ready for entertainment and we are the stars.

I look at the alien. A bloody knife is held ready
to strike again. The metal reflects the light, as if it’s a
burning star. I close my eyes. He turns my head and
forces my arms outwards, so they are level with my
shoulders. I stand, feet shoulder width apart, as I’ve
been instructed to. The burning sensation in my body
cools. I’m not sure how enduring the performance will
be worth my while. But this is what I cling to. A sliver
of dull hope that tugs me towards life.

I adjust my weight. I’m pulled up sharp, held
like a puppet on its own stage; instead of children –
aliens sit in the darkness. Waiting.

I am the canvas. I must be still.

The Head Surgeon stands next to me, making
the audience wait and allowing the tension to build.
My knees tremble, my breath becomes
shallow, my mouth dry and grainy as if I’d swallowed
the sands on the moon of my home. My home. A
distant outpost in the universe, a safe planet, but they
still found us there. The space pod crashed down
without warning. For nearly ten years we had been
safe on that moon. But as our numbers dwindled, the
Surgeons came further and further into space looking
for us with their nets and rounded us up. Those who
were left behind would’ve packed up now, moved
further away from earth. I hope that they will be safe
and that they will survive. I hope that they will be able
to do better than me.

Yet I want to grab the blade from the Surgeon,
then take the piece of metal and slice open his neck,
then his chest and see how long it takes for him to die.
But then what?
Right now I, at least, have hope.
He works slowly with the blade, carving
scorching lines over my back, working downwards. I
feel every cell being cut, being sliced open, its insides
erupt out.
A line burns over my buttocks. Hot fluid flows
out. I groan. Shh, I must be quiet. I’ll be rewarded if I
stay quiet. But human sounds escape with the blood.
I feel the pain cool as my blood flows out,
forming red patterns across my back.
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I am the canvas. I am the paint.
The stage leans to the left.
Then to the right.
away.

Maybe my blood will form wings and I can fly

A blackness creeps into my vision, dominating
the whiteness, seeping in slowly like the rivulets of
blood down my back.
A fresh wave of sweat, coldness and burning
sensations grip me.
The dark wings of unconsciousness take me.
I don’t last long.
***
Chains clink. The sound echoes, twisting,
turning and transforming, opening up my memories.
Ice clinks in a glass. Aged scotch burns inside
my body, making me feel alive. I’m proud. I search
for the reason for the feeling. I go deep down into my
memories as I sip the spirit, setting another wave of
welcoming heat burning down my insides. The heat
radiates out into muscles and flows down to my little
toe.

got a lot to learn. I still need to graduate. I swirl the
golden liquid in my glass. I hesitate. My mouth waters
for another sip of this celebration. But I wait.
Something is going to happen. I’ve been here
in this fragment of the past before. Many times.
I stand in a dark office, holding my glass,
staring at the man who keeps smiling. I want to grab
his shoulders and shake him and yell at him. ‘Don’t
you know what’s coming?’ But be damned. I don’t
even know what’s coming.
I drop my glass. A moment too soon. Glass
shatters, the liquid wasted, soaks into the carpet. Then
there is an explosion outside, miles away. But it feels
close. Too close. The floor shakes. I fall to my knees.
The man slips, falls heavy, and screams in
pain. I can’t move to help him. I want to help. But my
body is frozen and instead I cry silently.
I want the memory to go away. Tremors blur
my vision and I close my eyes. Bracing myself against
what is to come.
***
I wake trembling; a foil blanket covers my
naked body, a layer of blood coats my skin and acts
like a thin layer of clothing; it’s my new look, skin
tight and red.

Tension eases from my muscles. I saved my
first patient today.

‘You didn’t do too bad,’ says a man. His thigh
is my pillow.

An older man slaps me on my back. ‘You
show great promise in the theatre today boy.’

I sit up. My vision blurs. I sway. Someone
places a hand on my shoulder, anchoring me into
this nightmare as I remember what they did to me
last night. I should celebrate. I survived my first
performance.

I look into his blue eyes. They shimmer with
red, like his eyes are holding a sunset. It isn’t normal.
I blink a few times. His hair is balding, a mix of white
and grey. A sign of wisdom.
He rests his hand on my shoulder. ‘You’ll take
my place one day.’
I laugh nervously. I want his job, but I’ve still

‘Are you OK?’
The voice sounds distant. I force myself to
look around. This is my new home. There’s a lot of
movement in the room, human shadows dance around
a communal bucket, dipping their hands into the water,
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then stroking their skin. Silence. The only noise is
the sound of water dripping, escaping over skin and
falling onto the metal surface of the cell.

‘They injected you with nano-healers and
nutrients when you were out cold.’

My eyes focus, the shadows begin to take form
– human men are cleaning themselves, and the smell
of body fluids forces bile to my mouth. I swallow.
In this confined space I see the scars on their
bodies. Some have a few and darkness in their eyes.
Others have so many scars, which have knitted
together, making them look like monsters. The eyes
of these men are alive, speckled with red. They reflect
light like the eyes of animals.

A fire begins to build in my stomach, an
intense heat radiates outwards.
‘They own your body now,’ he says.
I glare at Kre, ready to explode, but just
managing to keep myself together.
‘But not your soul. You’ll do well to remember
that.’ He dips into the bucket, and the stained sponge
glides over his groin.

‘You need to get ready,’ says Kre as he takes
his hand from my shoulder. He stands and his blanket
falls; the silver foil crumples around me and looks like
it has rusted from the stains of his blood.
I can’t move. Kre helps me up, and supports
my weight until I find my balance.

‘There are worse things they can do to us.’
worse.

‘There’s no point fighting, Roo.’ His words
carve into my mind and I feel cheated because I want
to fight, if I could find a little more strength. I want to
live. I want to stand up to the aliens. I don’t want to be
controlled by them. But here, in this prison, there’s not
much life. No hope of escape.
‘It’s better to be accepting,’ I say as if speaking
the words makes me less of a coward. He helps me
over to the bucket and hands me a sponge, dark stains
hiding in the pores. I’ve only been here 48 hours and I
know he’s not talking about life.
I force myself to dip the sponge into the pink
water. I try not to think of the other men’s blood,
sweat, and bodily juices I’m spreading over my skin.
The wounds have healed surprisingly quick. We didn’t
have such a powerful healing ability on earth before
the Surgeons came.
I notice a mark in my arm, in the crevasse of
my elbow, a round white scar, and I know it wasn’t
from the performance. ‘What did they give me?’ I ask.

‘Why?’ I ask.

‘What?’ I don’t believe him. Nothing could be

He shakes his head. The fire simmers in my
belly. I will not take this without a fight. But my body
is weak. I wipe the sponge over my chest, squeezing it
tight so that some liquid, hidden deep inside, dribbles
out. My skin has lost its smoothness. My fingers feel
the knots of the alien’s artwork. Tears fall. My skin
burns with the memory of last night; the scars bleed a
silent pain.
Clean from the fluids of last night’s
performance, we line up.
‘Nutrients and a shave,’ says Kre. He has
been here half a week and his body is turning into a
messy carved-out apprentice’s statue. Some of these
men have been here a week – that’s a long time to be
escaping death, when you bleed out each night.
Kre points to a man whose body is a mess of
scars. ‘That’s what you should aspire to in here. Those
are your new medals.’
These medals don’t make me feel proud. But
something glows white-hot inside of me when I look
at the scars. I want to make them pay.
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Cinema Obscura - The overlooked
Gems of Cinema

The atomic submarine (1959)
ByJeff Durkin
The Atomic Submarine is a low-budget movie
about an alien menacing the oceans of the world. It
has a mildly engaging story, workman-like acting and
a genuinely creepy design for the alien. It also features
flat characters, terrible special effects and plot holes
big enough for a submarine to sail through.

They find that the culprit is the advance scout for
an alien race looking for new planets. Even as the
Tigershark pursues the alien - who comes complete
with a flying saucer - tensions rise between pacifist
scientist Carl Neilsen (Brett Halsey) and military
man-of-action Commander ‘Reef’ Holloway (Arthur
Franz). Will Carl and Reef be able to put aside their
differences and defeat the menace beneath the sea?

In the near future, nuclear powered
submarines, both civilian and military, ply the waters
The Atomic Submarine is a mixed bag. The
of the world. However, those travelling under the
Arctic icepack are disappearing. A US nuclear ‘killer’ story is simple, no more complex than the summary.
submarine, the Tigershark, is dispatched to investigate. The world of the near future is rapidly set up. The
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main difference between the year of the film, 1959,
and the future is the widespread use of nuclear
powered submarines for both military and civilian
applications. Much of the world-building is done
through narration. This device is used repeatedly in the
film for expository purposes, sometimes to hilarious
effect when the action on the screen fails to match the
narrator’s words. The pacing of the film is fine other
than an awkwardly scripted encounter between Reef
and prospective one-night stand Julie (Joi Lansing).
The characters don’t have any depth, being
fifties stereotypes of scientists (egg heads, vaguely
untrustworthy) and the military (stalwart, albeit rough
around the edges). The only character with an arc is
Carl Neilsen, the pacifist scientist whose Navy father
resigned when his son came out against spending
money on weapons. By the end of the movie, he

has come around to sharing the view of Reef, that
sometimes, you just need to blow things up.
The Atomic Submarine was produced with
limited resources and on a short shooting schedule1,
something reflected in the sets and effects. The
submarine sets are serviceable, but limited. The
alien spaceship interiors are disappointing, a bare
sound stage with a cardboard iris door. The effects
are poorly done. The models are poorly made and
have no sense of weight to them. The alien, while
an interesting design (reminiscent of HP Lovecraft’s
Cthulhu Mythos creatures), looks like the hand puppet
it was.
While the overall message is standard Fifties
paranoia (be on the lookout for the ‘other’), the film
does develop its other themes in interesting directions.
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The story is relentlessly pro-nuclear power. Whether
for power generation or as weapons, nuclear energy
is a good thing. Carl’s opposition to the nuclear
submarine program not only breaks his father’s
heart, it would have ultimately led to the aliens
conquering the Earth. This is in stark contrast to other
contemporary films that held a much more sceptical
view of the nuclear power. In films like Them! (1954),
Beginning of the End (1957) and Attack of the Crab
Monsters (1957) radiation turns normal animals into
mutant monsters. Humans subjected to radiation
became The Incredible Shrinking Man (1957) and
The Amazing Colossal Man (1957). Nuclear weapons
proved either impotent or attract unwanted attention
in War of the Worlds (1953), Kronos (1957) and The
Day The Earth Stood Still (1951). And there was the
ever present threat of nuclear war, dramatized in Five
(1951), The World, The Flesh and The Devil (1959)
and Day the World Ended (1955). There were few
films that completely and whole-heartedly celebrated
the atom. In The Atomic Submarine, nuclear power
revolutionizes transportation and provides the ultimate
means to defend the Earth. Carl’s opposition to nuclear
power and nuclear weapons is shown to be misguided.
Carl and Reef also reflect a common theme
in Fifties science fiction films, the tension between
the military and scientific communities. The military
is usually represented by pragmatic men of action,
who have little tolerance for the abstract quest for
knowledge common to Fifties cinema scientists.
However, it is rare for them to be shown to be
completely wrong; the most common ‘negative’
portrayal is like that of Professor Carrington (Robert
Cornthwaite) in The Thing From Another World
(1952). While he is wrong about how reasonable
the alien is, it is not out of malice or even naïveté,
just the belief that a technologically advanced race
will also be more reasonable. Other scientists - like
Clayton Forrester (Gene Barry) in War of the Worlds
(1953) and Cal Meacham (Rex Reason) from This
Island Earth (1955) - are heroes, men of action and
intelligence. In The Atomic Submarine, Carl initially
talks about peace and pacifism, something that
Fifties American culture equated with being soft on
the Communist threat. Although he never becomes
the action-hero scientist, by the end of the film, he

pledges to help Reef (and the military) prepare to
repel an future incursion of the aliens. He abandons
his principled stance against violence, and social and
economic justice, and joined the military-industrial
complex.
As part of the continuum of Fifties science
fiction films, The Atomic Submarine is of interests to
cinephiles. For those with a historical bent interested
in a mildly engaging artefact of Cold War attitudes
towards science and nuclear technology, as well as
an oblique allegory about the ‘alien’ Communist
menace lying just across the North Pole, The
Atomic Submarine has a few moments that make
it worthwhile. The problems with the film - the flat
acting, one-note characters, shoddy effects and dull
direction and cinematography - make it a hard slog,
however.
Notes:
1. “[W]e were given $135,000 and six days
to do an invasion epic.” Producer Alex Gordon,
Bill Warren, Keep Watching the Skies (Jefferson;
McFarland, 2010), 64.
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Quest for Knowledge (Volume 1
of the FirstWorld Saga)
Two Heroes

Two Heroes
Taran and Dawit met Jhamed and Simon at
the foot of the High Tower. They tried not to show it,
but Simon knew they were shocked by his unkempt
appearance. He didn’t really know how bad it was; he
hadn’t looked in a mirror for a long time. However,
he could guess. His hair was past his shoulders and
was dirty and matted. His facial hair was unkempt; he
had not attended to it for six months. His fingernails
and toenails were long and grimy. He was dirty and
there was little doubt that he smelled bad. Jhamed had
already told him so. He pulled himself together a little
and greeted his old friends. “It’s good to see you. I’m
so glad to be back. I need a long bath, and then I could
murder a decent meal.”

A distraught Simon has returned from the past.
Elannort is under siege. Manfred now has two
Heroes to contend with, who both want to control
the Sword.

Quest for Knowledge - Book 4 The
Sundering

Taran smiled and offered Simon his hand.
“I’m sure you could. However, Manfred insists on
seeing you immediately. He’s in the library, and he has
someone with him.”

In which Simon Redhead must choose the path he
will take to the future.

Dawit was less formal and rushed to give
Simon a hug, despite his condition. He didn’t seem
to be embarrassed about Simon’s nakedness either.
“Thank goodness you have returned. We have been
so worried about you.” He turned to Taran, “And less
of the secrecy. It’s Ubadah the lost King of Tamarlan.
He has come from the past. He’s another incarnation
Ancient Prophecy of the Everlasting Hero. He’s trouble, mark my words.
Don’t trust him.”

“When the two who are one
Return to the sun
When the flame-haired child
Is first become
While the guardians sleep
Humankind will weep.”

“And something happened to Simon Redhead
between the past and the present. He finally embraced
his role as the Everlasting Hero. His grief at Ju’s death
was assuaged. He would never forget but it would not
consume him. Whether it was the Sword or the Time
Portal that worked its magic I do not know. However,
Fate had to ensure that he returned to Melasurej in a
functional capacity because the future of Elannort,
FirstWorld, and the entire multiverse would depend on
him.”
Kris the Bard writing in “The Chronicle of the Hero”
Elannort, Year of Creation 50508.

“I was getting there, before you jumped in.
Welcome home, Simon, it’s good to have you back.
You just don’t like Ubadah because he thinks dwarves
are second-class citizens.”
“He thinks anyone who is not a human of
noble birth is a second-class citizen. He has more
arrogance than anyone I have ever known. He makes
Lord Velacourt look timid.” Simon remembered
Velacourt from the Council of the Wise.
“How is Aglaral? And Gamying? What
happened to them on their trip? Did they get to
Tamarlan?” Simon found his interest reawakened.
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“Always the questions,” Jhamed laughed.
“Aglaral is fine. He’s here in Elannort. Gamying is
back in Tamarlan; we traded him for Ubadah and got
a bad deal. Manfred will tell you what’s happening.
Come on, I’ll take you to the library, and then I’ll
organise a bath and a barber for you. I can’t think that
Manfred will want to detain you for long. We’ll find
you a loincloth before you go in though.” Simon was
again aware of his nakedness, and his hands moved to
cover his embarrassment.

Ubadah was standing by the window, legs
apart with his hands on his hips. He was tall and dark.
He seemed strong and powerful. He carried himself in
a regal manner. He was handsome and muscled. A scar
on the side of his face made him look battle hardened.
Simon felt inadequate before him.
“What is this snivelling rodent? I have seen
more virtue in a beggar in the slums of Illium. He is a
puny, dirty wretch. Can you really place the future of
the multiverse in his hands? Give me the sword, and I
will clear this rabble army from your doorstep!”

At the door to the library, Jhamed paused
to knock. Simon heard raised voices inside and he
stopped Jhamed’s hand from knocking for a moment.
Manfred released Simon from the hug and
He heard Manfred’s voice first; he sounded tired. “You turned to Ubadah. Simon felt the barb of Manfred’s
will show him the respect that he deserves. He carries anger and loved the wizard even more. “Sit down,
Fleischaker.”
Ubadah, and be quiet. You, of all people, should have
learned never to judge a book by its cover.”
The second voice was loud and strong, Simon
could hear the arrogance in it. “The sword is rightfully
Ubadah grunted but sat down in a chair by the
mine. I intend to claim it. Only I can help you to
window. Manfred sat down too and indicated to Simon
defeat the Dark God. I am from this dimension. I am
that he should sit as well. Simon took a seat between
the rightful owner. I am a king. What is he? A peasant. the two of them. He deliberately placed his left hand
Hah!”
on the hilt of Kin Slayer, in a gesture that neither of
the two missed. Kin Slayer stirred, and Simon heard
Simon had heard enough, and he released
words in his head. I am ready, Master. He wondered
Jhamed’s hand. Jhamed knocked and waited for
if Ubadah heard them too. He wondered whom they
Manfred’s ‘enter’ before leading Simon in. Manfred
were meant for. He tightened his grip.
jumped up from his seat at a table piled high with
books. He wrapped his arms around Simon in a
“Simon, this is King Ubadah of Tamarlan.
huge hug, oblivious, it seemed, to Simon’s physical
You might remember his story from the Council
condition. “Thank the Balance that you are safe. I
of the Wise. He has returned after more than ten
have been so worried about you. How are you? What
thousand years. Dammar helped him to use the time
happened to you? Why are you so sad?”
portal.” Dammar, that name again. He is mixed up in
everything. “He seems to be another manifestation of
Jhamed excused himself. Simon held the
the Everlasting Hero. You two must be related. As you
wizard tight and felt a surge of love from the old
heard, he thinks he should carry Fleischaker.”
man. He felt the tears start to flow. He wanted to tell
Manfred everything: how he had used Kin Slayer
Both of the heroes were shocked into
and lost Juliana, then not used Kin Slayer and lost Ju.
immediate response. “How dare you suggest that I
He wanted the magician somehow to make it right
could be related to this stinking red turd?” Ubadah
because he hadn’t acted when he’d had the chance
was outraged.
so long ago. He wanted to go back in time again and
prevent Ju’s death. He remembered what he’d vowed
“No! Do not speak that name again. My sword
to do to Manfred and was ashamed. He felt more
is called Kin Slayer. It is mine and mine alone. Be
emotions from the wizard: sorrow, regret and love. He careful of your tongue, Ubadah, lest Manfred’s words
was dragged out of his self-pity by a loud voice.
be true and the sword lives up to its name!” Simon
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hardly recognised his voice, or the words he had
spoken. He felt warmth from the hilt of Kin Slayer
flow into his body, giving him new confidence. He
knew now, whom the words had been meant for.
Simon noted the surprise on Manfred’s face and
saw an expression of concern flash over Ubadah’s,
although the king quickly controlled it. Simon read
envy and hate in Ubadah’s cold eyes.

Slayer to Ubadah if it meant that Ju could live.” As
soon as he had said it, he knew that he had lied. He
didn’t have time to say more though as Jhamed rushed
into the room without knocking.

Manfred quickly briefed Simon on their trip
to Tamarlan and how they had spent the last few
months preparing Elannort for the inevitable siege that
had recently started. Manfred was vitally interested
to learn what had happened during Simon’s visit to
the past. Simon recounted his story, sparing nothing,
including his own feelings. “Thirty thousand years
and just one hour ago, Ju perished giving birth to a
red-haired child. I loved her, so much.” Simon’s eyes
were as red as the rest of his face. The tears ran freely,
and he was wracked with sobs.

Surely not another one after my sword? Simon
heard Manfred mutter something about Melbourne
trams before he spoke more clearly. “Take Simon to
get cleaned up and fed. Have the visitor brought to
my private quarters. I have a feeling that things are
coming to a head. I will see you later, Simon. It’s good
to have you home.” Manfred hurried off.

“Manfred, we have another visitor. He arrived
through the time portal. It is a strange, beautiful youth.
I fear we have a third manifestation of the Hero.”

Ubadah jumped up. “You two are fools. There
is nothing to learn here. I have better things to do.” He
stomped off, slamming the door behind him.

Simon followed Jhamed towards the luxury of
a hot bath. Jhamed chattered away, gossiping about
this and that. Simon didn’t pay attention. He was
thinking about Manfred’s last comment. He wondered
where his home really was. He wondered who he
really was.

Manfred sighed. “I am at a loss to understand
where Ubadah fits into all of this. I’m sorry, Simon.
I’m sorry for so many things. I’m sorry about
Ubadah’s rudeness. I’m sorry that I was so distracted
and neglected you while you were with the tribe. I’m
sorry about Juliana, and I’m sorry about Ju.”
The two stood up and hugged again. Simon
felt the old man’s sorrow and his desire to make things
right. They held each other for a long time. Eventually
Manfred spoke again, and his voice quivered with
emotion.
“I know what you want to do, Simon. It isn’t
possible. Everything happened as I remembered it.
You were meant to be there. You were meant to love
Ju. I’m afraid that she was meant to die. I cannot send
you back again. Our battle is here now. We need the
Everlasting Hero and Kin Slayer.”
Simon pulled himself away from Manfred and
wiped his eyes with his hand. “I would hand over Kin
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The Hunt ress

Par t N i net een : F ight i ng
by A n a M ari ja Me shkova
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The Huntress didn’t bother keeping track of
time, it was something she could turn on and off.
The number of deaths was steadily climbing. Her
opponents were beginning to be terrified of her; some
demons would run the other way instinctively. Now
Babura only placed her in battles that pitted multiple
demons against her, because the one-on-one ones
were over too quickly. But even when he pitted ringfull after ring-full of demons against her, she still
emerged victorious. And Babura loved it. He would
clap like an excited child whenever she would make a
particularly gruesome move, and even wondered how
many containers he’d need for the amount of blood
she spilled. It had been a while since he had tasted
violence this delicious.
The Huntress’s name kept climbing the list
until it reached the very top. Babura sat up as much as
his bulk would allow without destroying his seat.One
would wonder why he didn’t bother make the box seat
bigger.“Woohoo! This is amazing. You’re absolutely
wonderful.” He turned to the stone that held the list
and read the symbols. “Eighty thousand deaths in a
row.”
“I want to leave now,” The Huntress stated;
she had completed Babura’s task.
“Why?” Babura pouted and crossed his arms
like a kid that had his favourite toy taken from him.
“I…” The Huntress stopped and looked at the
ground in front of her, trying to remember something.
She was exerting all her mental energy to find the
origin of the desire. “I don’t know.”
“Well, you have earned the right to move on.”
Babura waved his hand, and the stitched-together
demon guards that brought her here trudged up to The
Huntress, like tired mailmen delivering mail. “So,
you’re fighting my champions,” he informed her.
“And when I win, I get to go?” The Huntress
latched on to the feeling that she needed to be
somewhere as if it was a rope offered to break a fall
down a large hole.

“If you win.” Babura said, then signalled the
guards now looming over her, and they took her away,
this time without shackles. Babura knew that she
wasn’t in danger of escaping. He would have Otalian’s
creation as his champion.
***
Lucas reeled from the hit. He only had a
second to duck before his own energy ball ricocheted
back at him. It hit the wall, leaving a scorch mark.
“We really need to paint this place.” Patrick
dropped his shield and resumed typing on his phone.
Lucas took a steadying breath. “Yeah, we
could even change the colour.”
“Jake’ll probably find the way Malik used
to change the house. Margo did say that it looked
different from when she was a kid.”
“It’s safe to assume Malik didn’t hire a
building crew when he created the house.” Lucas
snapped from his relaxed posture and hurled a
lightning bolt. Patrick raised his shield and stopped it
without even blinking.
“Hey, how did you do that? I thought you
needed to do some kind of hand gesture to activate the
shield.”
“I do.” Patrick smirked.
Lucas’s confusion didn’t stop his instincts
from kicking in when a dagger flew towards him. He
blocked it telekinetically.
“Good going.” Jake came down the steps,
lowering his hand.
Lucas smiled, something behind him hit his
legs and he slammed flat on his back on the padded
floor. “Never assume the fight is over.” Patrick
dropped his hand, and his shield that had become
beam-like and tripped Lucas, vanished.
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His expression dark, Lucas sprang to his
feet with a flip. After a month of training he still fell
for these tricks. He was struggling to control his
new powers and he needed to sleep for at least four
hours after absorbing. As he trained he realized just
how much weaker than Margo he was. How was he
supposed to save someone stronger than him? “I think
I need to get something to eat. My stomach’s going
nuts.” He didn’t want to listen to another motivation
speech.
Jake watched Lucas climb the stairs and
sighed. “I really hope he can stop being so frustrated.”
Patrick wrapped his arms around Jake. It was
so hard to see Jake being this stressed, and not being
able to do anything significant to alleviate it. He
almost wished he could absorb Jake’s stress through
osmosis.
Lucas downed a glass of ice-cold water then
leaned with both hands on the kitchen island’s marble
surface and stared at it, letting his mind go blank. A
small creak startled him, and he whirled around only
to find Lindsey standing there with an empty bowl.
“Can I put this in the dishwasher, or do you
need to sulk alone?”
“I’m not sulking.”
“What are you doing then?” Lindsey put the
bowl in the dishwasher.
“I’m just tired.” Lindsey raised an eyebrow at
the statement. “I am!” Lucas sounded defensive.
“Tired is yawning and falling asleep, maybe
coffee jitters. You’re sulking.” Lindsey sat with her
legs curled under her body. “Now, you can either
continue to let it affect you, or you can talk about it.”
“There’s not really anything to talk about.”
Lucas sat down. He had spent quite a bit of time with
Lindsey over the month they were training, with her
being the only one not buried under a mountain of
scrolls when Lucas had some downtime. He liked that

she could be blunt and chipper at the same time.
“Let me guess. ‘Oh I can’t fight as well as my
sister, who has spent most of her life training under
the tutelage of an immortal maniac. I forget that most
people wouldn’t even think of facing a Vuur general
who probably knows how to prevent Vincent from
reviving me, for a person I’ve known for less than a
year, and that no matter how much I train, I’ll need
magical backup to not die, let alone keep him busy for
long enough.’ Right?” Lindsey’s voice was mocking,
but the care emanating from her warm brown eyes
softened it.
Lucas retorted. “If I don’t step up, who will?
I’m the only chance we have.”
“That doesn’t mean you get to beat yourself
up. It’ll prevent you from giving your all and might
even get you killed. And then what will Margo do?
How would she feel if you did that? She’ll just
feel guilty and probably die again because of that.”
Lindsey got up. “And plus, if you wind up in pieces,
you won’t be able to get drinks with me after.” At
Lucas’s ‘Wait, what’ expression, she winked then
changed the subject. “By the way, a friend of mine is
going to come at around six. He can cast illusions, and
his best trick is making a faux clone of himself. He
agreed to teach you how to use it.”
“Thanks.” Lucas smiled and returned
downstairs to his training. Jake and Patrick stared at
him hitting the punching bag, confused at his now
more focused self.
***
The Huntress was taken out of her cell yet
again. They led her, still unshackled, but with twice
the guards. As she entered the arena, she noticed a
difference. There wasn’t a mass of demons inside.
Instead only one stood in the middle of the ring.
The Huntress thought she’d seen a similar specimen
before, possibly millennia ago, although this had some
changes in its form, the result of harsh evolution.
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It was two heads taller than her, its skin a

splotchy muddy brown and red with rope-like purple
veins that bulged and pulsed as the creature clenched
its large muscles, preparing for the fight. It had a thin
face with a pointed ten centimetre long, brown beardlike growth on what one could call its chin. Its hollow
orange eyes studied her, weighing her up before the
fight.
Babura, with a wide grin, introduced the two
fighters to each other as if he had invited them over
for brunch.
“I am so excited to see how you fare
with X’tchala here. First of the champions, very
bloodthirsty, very fun. She has been here a long time.
X’tchala, this is The Huntress. Now don’t be fooled
by her human-like appearance. She has gotten this far
you know.”
“I am smarter than that.” X’tchala had a
coarse voice, like her vocal cords had been made of
sandpaper. “I would no assumed anyone you sent after
me did deserve not it, these assuming mean I am dead
soon as I enter.”
The Huntress realised that X’tchala’s speech
was being badly translated. None of the other demons
voiced anything except incoherent screaming, Babura
either knew English, or when the spell was used on
him it paid more attention to his speech. The Huntress
ran through everything she knew about the type of
demon facing her, while checking its essence using
her Vuur powers.
She was strong. Too strong to take out the
normal way. The Huntress didn’t want to finish every
fight by feeding enough to return her opponents back
to their cages. With every move like that, she risked
overshooting it and killing someone, breaking the
dimension. She didn’t know why she was concerned
about this.
Babura was jocund as the two women sized
each other up. “You know the drill.”
The end of that statement was the beginning
of X’tchala’s attack. Normally The Huntress wouldn’t

have had any problems killing a creature like this in
five seconds flat, but centuries in this place, fighting
for her life, had made X’tchala a dangerous opponent.
She wasn’t as calculated in her movements as The
Huntress - X’tchala reacted more on instinct, like a
berserker powered by a desire to win instead of rage.
Controlling the level of her power was stopping The
Huntress from blocking most of X’tchala’s hits.
The Huntress managed to tear off one of
X’tchala’s arms. X’tchala punched The Huntress so
hard, she flew to the other side of the arena. She might
not have been able to attach her arm back again, but
she could give her wound time to seal. By the time
The Huntress had managed to fly back, the wound was
closed.
The Huntress sent a shot of telekinetic
energy at X’tchala’s legs. X’tchala blocked, then
retorted, bringing the entire weight of her remaining
enormous arm on The Huntress’s right shoulder. The
Huntress crouched down and with a telekinetic kick
took X’tchala off balance, jumped on top of her and
rammed her fist directly underneath X’tchala’s chin,
where there was a soft portion.
X’tchala screamed in pain and vanished.
“Well done.” Babura clapped, dropping the
piece of meat he’d been chewing on the ground.
The demons came and escorted The Huntress
out. All she wanted to do was sleep and heal. She
knew there was no use in asking how many opponents
she had left to defeat. Babura obviously didn’t want
her to know. He always wanted to be theatrical.
***
“You just need to focus. It doesn’t have a brain.
It’s like using a remote-controlled car.” Roger’s heavy
Irish accent echoed as he and Lucas exited the gym.
Roger was a tall, thin man in a black tuxedo and a top
hat with a cane in his hand. Lucas towered over him,
drenched in sweat. He hadn’t been bothering to cut his
hair so now it stuck on his face and neck. They had
been practicing four times a week ever since Lucas
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copied his power.

hadn’t seen food in a year. “I slept really well. Why,
didn’t you?”

Roger waved at Jake and Patrick, both halfawake, holding cups of coffee, deep bruise-like circles
under their eyes, and kissed Lindsey’s hand when she
opened the door for him. “Now if you’ll excuse me, I
need to go and get ready for my show.”

“Getting up before the sun doesn’t cause
people to be this chipper and energized, no matter
how well they slept.” Jake stuck a fork in the salad
and slowly brought the food to his mouth. Most of
the food on the fork fell on the table. He sighed and
picked it up with his fingers.

As soon as Roger the Incredible left, Lucas
went to shower. Patrick yawned and scratched his
head. “When the hell did he get up? It’s seven am.”

“You’re so not a morning person, it’s
ridiculous.” Lucas laughed in between bites. “Hey,
are you guys gonna practice today?” He asked
Lindsey. Ever since the bar blew up, her band had
moved their practice sessions to Malik’s basement.

“I think I heard him while going to the
bathroom about an hour ago?” Jake’s reply was
slurred.
“Nah that was me.” Lindsey sat down next to
them and started chopping vegetables. “I was thirsty.
He was up at four.” Being a vampire meant she didn’t
need to sleep much, so Lindsey only did it when she
was extremely bored. The months of training had been
exhausting, but far from boring. Lucas was getting
better at fighting. He was not Margo level good, but
the surprising extra powers would be an edge. Patrick
figuring out how to make the ritual disrupt the portal’s
‘keep help away’ shield meant Jake would be able to
back Lucas up from the outside too.
“When did he go to bed? And who the hell
agrees to train that early?” Jake took a sip of his
coffee.
“A stage magician who is actually magical that
does evening shows for normal people, and morning
shows for us essence-filled folks.” Lindsey dumped
the vegetables she had just sliced in the almost full
huge bowl. She had added salt, olive oil and vinegar
when Lucas came back, in fresh clothes.
“Good morning.” Lucas smiled at his grumpy
companions.
“Aren’t you tired?” Jake finally managed to
fully open his eyes.
“Not really.” Lucas helped Lindsey set the
table and then scarfed down the chicken salad like he

“Yup, the gig is tomorrow, downtown.”
Lindsey sat down opposite Lucas. “Oh, thanks for
reminding me, I need to call Lenny and make sure he
got new guitar strings.”
Patrick had got up, refilled his coffee cup, and
moved a portion of the salad into a small bowl. “Well.
If you’ll excuse me, I better get to work.”
“Are you still trying to figure out the ritual?
Or is this about the magical shackles?” Jake tried to
bring a fork-full of food to his mouth again, and failed.
Lindsey reached over and gave him a spoon.
“Both. The more efficient the ritual, the better
chance we have. And if one of us can keep him down
for even five seconds with the shackles, it’s enough.”
Patrick left through the door next to the kitchen.
“When you get the energy needed to function properly,
come and help.” His voice drifted back.
“Yeah, I know, you need me to translate that
scroll,” Jake called back.
Lucas was already up before Jake had finished
speaking.
“I’ll help you with setting the basement up,”
he said to Lindsey who was munching on a piece of
carrot. They headed to the basement. Jake sighed and
pulled the quarter-full bowl to himself, and, wrapping
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one of his hands around it, started eating, slowly
chewing the food like a sheep.
Lucas concentrated on moving the set of
drums using telekinesis. Lindsey set up the amplifiers.
She finished and studied his face, which was deep in
concentration, “How are you doing then?”
Lucas switched from controlling the drum
with his gaze to doing it with his hand so he could
look at her. The drum shuddered in the air. He sighed.

“I’ve stopped trying to think about the big picture too
much. Thinking about how she’s doing in that place.
Focusing on the tasks ahead seems... easier.”
“Is that why you sleep as little as possible?”
Lindsey smiled at Lucas’s dumbfounded expression.
“I can hear you coming in and out of your room.”
“Oh, right you don’t sleep at all.” Lucas felt a
bit stupid he’d forgotten that.
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“And when you’re not down there training
with either Jake or someone you’ve copied a power
from, you hang around Patrick or me.” Lindsey
walked over to Lucas, placing a hand on his shoulder.
Even in her high heels, she was still a head and a half
shorter than him, so she was glad he was leaning on a
table. “It’s not sleep. It’s being alone. Your thoughts
come up then, like boiling water.”
Lucas nodded, a faint smile on his lips. “They
even hurt like that. They burn. How did you know?”

came and managed to find a way out of there that
didn’t involve us frying.” Lucas imagined Lindsey and
her brother running through a tunnel or sewer.
“I’m glad someone wiped the security footage.
At least I could still use my real name and not freak
people out. We spent some years lost until we finally
managed to pull our life back together, with Jake’s
help. He found us jobs and introduced us to the hidden
world.”

Lindsey’s smile faded, and her lips curled
Lindsey took a deep breath and hopped up
downwards, the waves of pain dulled by time still hit
hard. And yet, as she spoke again her voice slowly
to sit on the table. “Me and Mike weren’t exactly
gained the familiar tone it usually had. “I never
begging to be turned you know. We were just in the
wrong place at the wrong time. You might have heard wanted to be alone again. Never wanted to think of
about a really gruesome killing spree on the news, ten that again, of the beasts that did this to me, of the
years ago? A whole mall full of people was massacred. people that did not make it, or fear the ones that did.
I spent years figuring out a way to cope with it, never
No one could find who did it.”
knowing what exactly I could do to stop the pain. The
only reason I didn’t walk out in the sun or put a stake
Lucas thought for a moment. “Yeah, there
through my heart was I had to take care of my little
was something on the news, I remember my mom
brother. We kept each other alive and unknowingly
dropping a bowl on the kitchen floor when she heard
healed each other in the process.” Lindsey got up and
about it.”
stood in front of Lucas. “Don’t take as long as I took,
you’re not immortal. But you are a nice guy, and nice
“There were a dozen of them. They fed a lot,
guys should stick around as long as they can.”
killed most they came across, turned some. I was
actually relieved later when I realised they could have
Lucas took Lindsey’s hand in his. “Thanks.”
skipped one of us. We woke up just before the cops
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Chapter Twenty One
The second officers’ meeting that day took
place back in the same damaged building of the
market place. The damage to the houses in the fort
and the presence of hostiles in the remaining fortified
building made it too risky to meet up there.
The two surviving infantry lieutenants were
present along with Captain Charterhouse and the
general.
The handful of wounded had been carried
down from the hill and into a makeshift hospital in the
town, first platoon being the only intact unit holding
the fort, the survivors of third platoon had been pulled
back to cover the town itself. Moans and groans from
the wounded carried across the square as did the
shouts of the quartermasters’ team and loud clanging
from up in the fortress.
The naval ratings were working to fix the
thrown track on the Land Cruiser, or at least some of
them were, the rest stood a very nervous guard in the
rubble. First platoon had already uncovered several of

the dead that were still capable of movement and any
sound in the ruins drew a volley of gunfire.
All four officers were deep in their own
thoughts, each exhausted from the battle and the very
nature of the foe, even Her Majesty’s red coats did not
fight walking corpses easily.
The door creaked as it was pushed open
and the doctor came in, his once clean white coat
splattered with dark stains every man present could
identify.
The general gestured doctor Adler to one of
the empty chairs, and the doctor sat down with a sigh
of satisfaction. He was getting too old for this sort of
thing; past time he retired back to England and started
a nice quiet practice in his home city of Birmingham.
“Doctor, your report if you please.”
The doctor had no need to look at his
notebook, the numbers were stark and he could not
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forget them. Their blood was still damp on his coat.
“First Platoon, nine dead, four wounded. All
four should live, though I had to take one man’s leg—
the damage from the wound was too severe. Second
platoon, thirty-one dead, three wounded of whom
two should live. Third platoon, nineteen dead, three
wounded, one of whom should live, one may live and
the third will not see the morning. Too much infection
from these damn bites. One Ironside trooper dead,
there was no saving him after his boiler went. One
Ironside missing, as yet unaccounted for but probably
under the rubble somewhere.”
General Summerby tried to keep his face
straight at the numbers and mostly succeeded. He
had expected the butcher’s bill to be high against this
impossible enemy in such restricted quarters but this
was worse than he had feared.
“Captain Charterhouse, your report.”

Once the general nodded, Charterhouse
continued.
“Sir, this force is spent. I have never even
heard of the dead walking and fighting. To face
them—that’s something no unit of the British army
has done as far as I know. The casualties we have
taken would have broken a lesser company. As it is,
the men are close to the edge, with less than thirty
combat effectives out of a force that numbered over
one hundred this morning. Morale is brittle, Sir. Very
brittle. I fear if we ask more of the men today we will
face a rebellion.
“To be honest sir, I cannot blame them. Two
thirds of the company lost against dead bodies that
walk. Nothing we have seen here is natural General,
this whole campaign is unnatural.”
The general nodded slowly then spoke.

“Sir, we have secured the town and fortress. I
have a patrol searching the ruins above for any more
of those, those things. We found a few in the rubble
that were still moving; I left the first platoon’s best
sergeant in charge.

“I don’t blame them either, they have done all
that could be asked of them and more. The rebels that
we came to fight, well gentlemen, they were no rebels.
I can scarcely imagine what their lordships at Horse
guards will make of the reports of this action; choke
on their brandies most like.

“The only place we have not yet entered is
the fortified building at the back, the door will take
explosives to breach, it’s well guarded and both
remaining Ironsides are up there, rearmed and ready.

“No, there will be no more attacks. If we can
get Greyhound working, I want her turned round and
we will blast that building till it is rubble, no more
deaths this day gentlemen.”

“In addition Lieutenant Engler has had a look
at what is left of the cannon they used to fire at us,
he says it’s Prussian made, one of their latest. The
Prussians, Germans and maybe the Austrians have
access to them. He said it was more modern and
certainly more powerful than his six pounders.

General Summerby paused as his thoughts
went back to the fighting he had witnessed.

“We also recovered a number of modern rifles,
bolt action, not British. A number of the rebels and
black robes had them, the living ones not the walking
corpses. We found a total of seventeen though there
are doubtless a few more under the rubble.

Every soldier present was startled by the
doctor’s words, each had been remembering the day’s
events. Then the implication of them became clear.

“General, permission to speak freely?”

Doctor Adler spoke quietly but his words
carried in the silence. “When there is no more room in
hell, the dead will walk the earth.”

“Nonsense. Do you think. The Bible, the end
of the world. Rubbish. Armageddon. Doctor, that is
more than a little melodramatic.”
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The doctor looked across the table, his
exhaustion clear on his face and in the tremble of
his voice. “What other explanation do you have then
General?”

us will call anyone mad, out with it man, what did you
see?”
Simmons continued. “Well General it was
across from where I was, that tower the guns brought
down before the attack. It was all rubble and smoke
from the fighting but I would swear that’s where the
shot came from; I couldn’t see a thing over there but it
was like the smoke that was everywhere, well it’s like
it was in my head. I looked real hard and sort of tried
to see and I got this pain behind my eyes but then most
of the smoke was gone and I could see these local
types in black robes firing at us. Them and that fella in
the leather coat.

“Beg pardon gents, but I reckon that fella in
the silver mask be the one to ask about that.”
All eyes turned to the door. Acting
Quartermaster Simmons stood there, dusty but
otherwise without wounds despite his antics on the
wall. He was standing in the doorway as if about to
knock but he took a half step backwards when every
soldier in the room turned to glare at him.
“Sorry general, I didn’t mean to, that is I
wasn’t listening. I was here to, here to report. It’s
just you were talking and I happened to hear. Sorry
General, didn’t mean to interrupt, I’ll come back.”

“Real strange, he was wearing that long leather
coat, in this heat. That and the face mask, sort of like a
mask but of a face and shining like real silver. He just
stood there on the rubble, he had this big book open in
his hands and, well General I may have imagined it,
the battle was confusing and all, but I thought he was
chanting something.”

He started to turn away when he was stopped
by the general’s voice.
“What man in a silver mask?”
Simmons looked at the officers and the doctor,
all staring intently at him and wondered what trouble
he had walked into now.
“The one up in the fortress Sir, by the
gatehouse. It’s a funny thing General, but I would have
sworn there was no one there, I was up passing ammo
to the third platoon lads and then I looked across the
gateway and second platoon was mostly down and
dying. I couldn’t see any enemy General, not a one. I
could hear the fighting inside the fort and I could hear
a lot of shooting going on but I couldn’t see what had
happened to the lads that were down, them dead things
hadn’t reached ‘em yet.
“Then a bullet missed me, I swear I felt the
thing ruffle my hair, that’s how close it was. I’ll be
saying some prayers tonight, that’s for sure. Anyway I
was looking and, well General it’s odd, I don’t want to
be saying anything to make me sound mad.”
Summerby interrupted. “After today not one of

General Summerby concentrated, trying to
remember something, just a wisp of a memory in all
the fighting. “I think I caught a glimpse of him, when
the guns fired there, I saw something, men in black
and another. Yes. I did see a man in a leather coat, he
was holding something big but I only caught a glimpse
as he ran down from the wall.”
Lieutenant Ambrose spoke up. “I saw him go
into the last building, the one that’s still standing.”
Every face present turned to stare at the young
officer and for just a second he felt the same fear that
the quartermaster had, but just a second. “As I led my
men round the end of the main street I saw a man in a
long leather coat go inside that fortified building and
shut the door behind him. I didn’t see any mask but I
only saw his back.”
“Damnation. Gentlemen, I don’t know exactly
what has been happening here but it is clearly not of
nature or of God. This figure in a leather coat, this
book, it sounds like the German the Arab was talking
about. I would like words with this chap and if it turns
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out he is responsible for all of this, I want him in front
of a firing squad. Court of law be dammed, I’ll not let
him escape to do this again, if it was him.”

than either could remember, was there along with
several young and foolish soldiers who had missed out
on most of the fighting at the back of first platoon and
had volunteered to join this forlorn group.

Captain Charterhouse interrupted. “Sir the men
are hardly—”
“I am fully aware of that Captain; I will lead
a small party, volunteers only. Send a runner to the
navy, if they cannot blow that door open, I want one of
the six pounders up there as fast as humanly possible.
Gentlemen I will waste no time on this, return to your
men, volunteers only, I’ll lead no press ganged soldier
into this. Am I understood?
The soldiers nodded in agreement.
“Good, dismissed and may God be with us.”
The officers stood, and walking with renewed
purpose, strode out. As the quartermaster turned to
leave, the general spoke.
“Simmons, have some of your men take fresh
rifles and ammunition up to the fortress; anyone going
with me, I want them to have a clean rifle and no
shortage of rounds.”
The quartermaster almost came to attention
and his right arm twitched as if to salute, then he
nodded and left, his voice raised in a shout to the
closest of his men.
#
It took closer to an hour than anyone was
happy with but the land cruiser was turned round to
face the last building; both six pounders had been
carried across the rubble and set up facing the door.
A scratch force of volunteers stood ready as the
quartermaster made sure each was well armed and
with every pouch bulging with fresh rounds.
The officers had been joined by both Ironsides,
they were somewhat rested and wanted to find the
missing third trooper. The company senior sergeant, a
man who had been at the general’s side for more years

When all was ready, the general looked across
at Lieutenant Engler and nodded. Number one gun
fired at once and the solid shell struck the door in an
explosion of splinters and fragments. No matter that
the wood of the door was ancient and bound with thick
strips of iron, the solid shot punched through its upper
half and tore the entire door to pieces. Engler had
considered carefully before ordering his guns to load
a solid shot, the possibility that an explosive round
would collapse the wall was too high.
Now the tattered remains of the doorframe
proved his skill in the science of artillery fire.
The small party approached the smashed
remains of the door—three soldiers, two Ironsides, one
sergeant, two lieutenants and a general. Summerby
had told Captain Charterhouse in no uncertain terms
that the captain was now in command of the force and
would remain outside while his foolish general went
in.
General Summerby had also refused offers
of help from the naval and artillery officers—neither
were trained soldiers and would be at a disadvantage
in this fight. Besides, he had a nagging feeling that he
may well need to have the guns ready if he had to flee
the building.
“General.” The voice came from behind the
small party and they all turned to see the Arab, Abdul
Rashid standing there. He had a long curved knife
through his sash belt and was holding an old Snider
rifle from the levy issue.
“I wish to come with you. To stand with you.
God wants this ended.”
Summerby simply nodded and the tenth man
joined the band of heroes.
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nothing and even the Ironside seemed to feel some
primitive fear of the gloom.

With the light of the sun now free to enter the
building it was possible to see through the dust from
the cannon fire. The building consisted of two large
rooms, one either side of the door, and a corridor that
led from the door towards the back of the building.
Despite the building seeming to be tall enough for
another floor above, there did not seem to be any way
up.

Then light filled the corridor and the shadows
were gone leaving nothing but the dust floating on
the air and a wooden door in plain sight at the back
of the building. As the officers glanced back they saw
Abdul holding an oil lantern as high as he could in the
corridor, the wick turned up full to cast a bright light.

One of the Ironsides stomped forwards, his
maxim ready for any enemy. He pushed the remains
of the doorframe aside as his steel frame barely made
it through the doorway, then he was in the corridor.
The second started forwards but a raised hand from
the general stopped him; the general pointed to the
two-pounder cannon the Ironside carried and shook
his head. Not the best weapon for the close quarters
of a building. Instead the general waved two of the
soldiers forward and they nervously stepped across the
shattered wood and into the building.
The central corridor ran from front to back; no
more than a few feet from the now smashed front door
there were openings into two side rooms. The far end
of the corridor was hidden in the dust and gloom.
The Ironside took a few steps and turned to
face into the left side room; the two soldiers quickly
advanced and bought their rifles to bear on the right
side opening.
Carefully the rest of the party advanced into
the building, all except Abdul. He paused in the
doorway, looked into the shadows and turned away.
The two side rooms ran the full depth of the
building, narrow slits along the front would allow
those within to fire on anyone outside but both rooms
were empty. Judging by the bedrolls and belongings
scattered everywhere, a good sized force had been
sleeping here, between twenty and thirty men perhaps.
After checking to make sure no enemy was
hidden in either room, the force returned to the
corridor and looked toward the back of the building.
Between the dust and the shadows they could see

“Good man, should have thought of that
myself,” Summerby said then turned back to face the
door. “Everyone step aside, let’s see what the twopounder does to it.”
The soldiers and officers did just that and left
both Ironsides filling the corridor with their bulk. The
crack of the light cannon was deafening inside the
building and the blast threw up yet more smoke and
dust. The shell punched clean through the middle of
the door and split the wood in half. Though no one
could see it, the shell had in fact shattered the thick
wooden beam that was holding the door shut from the
far side.
Cautiously advancing behind the maxim-armed
Ironside, the small group reached the doorway. The
Ironside pushed the shattered upper and lower halves
of the door aside and stepped into the room quickly
followed by the soldiers, officers and Rashid with his
lamp.
This room was small; it looked to have been
cut into the hillside as the walls were clay held back
by wooden planks and supports. A single wooden
staircase led from the room down to the right and then
turning right again down under the building and back
towards the fortress and town.
Aside from the stairs the room contained a
number of crates, boxes and clay jars, mostly empty or
containing some sort of foodstuffs the locals had left
here. One of the shelves contained a number of crude
tools such as shovels, picks and hammers. The small
room was quickly searched and the group turned to the
stairs leading downward, into the depths of the earth
and into darkness.
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The Interview
William Petersen
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Sasha strode at full speed through the
backstage of the studio, her assistant, producer and
make-up artist tried to keep up while performing their
various tasks.

in a breath and sighed, opened his eyes and looked at
the floor, then back at her, “I know, I’ve seen you in
action enough times.”
Carrie couldn’t help herself, “He gives me the
creeps. What’s with the white hair on a guy who can’t
be more than thirty. I mean, is that weird, or what?”

“Is he here?” she asked.
“He’s in the green room. I tried to get some
info, but he won’t speak to anyone but you,” Carrie,
her personal assistant, chimed in.

Sasha dismissed them both, “It’s a facade.
Once peeled back, we’ll see what’s really under there.
I bet it’s more of the same, a scam artist and deviant.”

“Doesn’t matter,” Sasha shot back while
manoeuvring around set designers, support staff and
techs frenetically preparing the stage and studio.
Power tools, hammering and shouting were a din that
threatened to drown out her voice. Dodging cameras
and deftly navigating the maze of cables littering the
floor, she continued, “I don’t need any information
about this clown. He’s just another snake-oil salesman
whose bullshit is camouflaged better than most, and
that’s all.”

“Places!” Doug called out, and the frenzy of
activity accelerated, then quickly ebbed, as the staff
took up their positions. Sasha deposited herself into
one of the two armchairs arranged on the stage atop a
plush, white alpaca fur rug.

“We’ve been picked up nationally and it’s
streaming around the world. This is really blowing up.
So, what’s the plan?” Doug, the show’s producer, said.
Sasha stopped and the trio following her
careened around to avoid a collision. Shoulder-length
curls brushed the brown skin of her neck, dark eyes
reflected muted light through narrowed lids. She was
close to sinking her teeth into something. “I’m going
right in for the kill.”
As the stylist tamed unruly strands of hair,
Doug offered his last-minute advice, “Listen, Sasha,
I think you should tread lightly here, at least at first.
We don’t know anything about this guy, no one does.
What if he’s prone to violent outbursts?”
The stylist, satisfied with her assessment of
Sasha’s appearance, departed backstage. Sasha stared
intensely at her portly and balding producer, “I didn’t
get to where I am today by shying away from things, I
can handle myself.”
A frown creased the producer’s brow, he
leaned his head back and closed his eyes. Doug drew

Doug held up three fingers and counted down
in mime, the light above camera two glowed into life,
and Sasha was on the air. “Good evening, everyone.
I’m Sasha Mendez, and you’re watching The Truth.
The show that asks the questions you want answered
and doesn’t rest until they are.”
The light above camera one lit up, and Sasha
deftly turned in time to meet it. Uncharacteristically,
she remained silent for several seconds, thrown off
by the lack of research and topic papers she normally
shuffled at that point in the show.
“Tonight, we’ll be discussing one of the topics
that gets my blood boiling - cults. We have in our
studio tonight a very rare opportunity to confront one
of the most reclusive and enigmatic cult leaders in
history.
“We tried to research this guy, but, as many of
our viewers already know, this man is a true mystery.
No one knows where he came from, what his real
name is or even his ethnic background,” she paused
for effect.
“However, the unnamed cult which he
oversees and leads, is now reckoned to have the
largest following of any that have gone before. That’s
disturbing in its own right, but what’s going on around
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and inside of this brainwashing machine is even more
unsettling. So, let’s bring him out here. It’s time for
the truth!”

“It’s not a cult, and I’m not a leader. I am The
Messenger,” the reserved man replied in an eerily
calm tone.

Sasha stood and again found herself in
an atypical expanse of dead air where she would
normally call out the guest’s name. Sasha, however,
refused to address him as The Messenger. To her, it
bordered on lending him credibility, something she
would not do. The man emerged from the left side of
the stage, and Sasha performed the rehearsed motion
with her arm toward the opposing chair, inviting her
guest to sit. But, as she did, her jaw dropped.

A smirk crept across Sasha’s face, “So, what is
your message, and why should anyone listen or even
care? Why did you choose to reveal yourself now? Is
God coming, or is it aliens?” The smirk transformed
into a full-fledged smile as she leaned back in her
chair and prepared to absorb his explanation.

Doug whispered vehemently to the camera
operator, “Stay on him until she closes her mouth.”
The entire studio were spellbound by his appearance.
A flowing white mane matched his ample beard,
both looked artificial against his youthful, flawlessly
unwrinkled skin. Sasha felt a chill dance up her spine
when his pale, blue eyes fixed upon her own.
Most of all, she was mesmerized by his
physical size. No rippling muscles or shredded
physique, the man was all bulk, though not fat by any
measure; just massive. At close to seven feet in height
and what she guessed as approaching three hundred
pounds, his physical presence demanded attention.
Sasha extended a hand, but the man ignored
it and carefully arranged himself in the chair. He
straightened his sport jacket, pulled at the legs of his
jeans and fine-tuned the collar of his shirt. Sasha had
expected robes and sandals, a shower cap perhaps, but
not this. The lack of flamboyance and his collected
demeanour were somehow more disturbing than if
he had fallen to the floor convulsing and speaking in
tongues.
Sasha closed her mouth, swallowed against
the dryness and sat. She smoothed her own garments
and looked back into the camera, “Welcome, let’s dive
right in. You’re the leader of one of the largest and
fastest growing cults in recorded history. Your main
claims to fame are your anonymity and the ability to
lure millions of followers.”

“They are close.”
Sasha turned to the camera, her guest kept
his piercing eyes fixed his on her. Her smile faltered,
“Okay, not really sure what that means, but we’ll run
with it. What, exactly, is your message?”
“They are close.”
Sasha’s frowned, and her lips tightened, “Let’s
try something else. Who are they?
“The visitors.”
“So it is aliens?” Sasha declared, “Okay, now
we’re getting somewhere! Let me guess, they’re
following a comet or an asteroid, and only you can
get people on board the ship? Better yet, the asteroid
or comet is their spaceship. Am I close? Are we in the
ballpark here?”
“You are not.”
“I’m going to cut to the chase. What about the
disappearances? People both inside and out of your
cult have gone missing. Why, and where are they?”
“That, I cannot answer. People often disappear.
It is common.”
“Yes, but the people I’m referring to, over
eight hundred at last count, were either associated with
your group or opposed it at the time they disappeared.
Family members trying to reach loved ones locked
away in your cult just simply vanish. Lawmakers and
investigators, your own members. How do you explain
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that?”

great distances, but not interplanetary distances.”
“People often disappear. It is common.”
“What’s the name of your cult?”

“It has no name, for it is not a cult. It is a
choice.”
“Alrighty then, here’s something that maybe
you can answer like a normal person. Why in the
world did you bring this to me? Why come onto to my
show? I’ve made a career out of exposing shams like
yours, and you must know that I’m going to expose
you as well. Whether it’s during this interview or not,
I’m going to show the world what you truly are.
“That’s precisely why I chose you.”
Sasha quickly dismissed the comment with,
“Interesting, we’ll circle back to that. Can we just get
into what it is you’re here to tell us?”
“Yes, we can. A species of super-intelligent,
nomadic creatures are coming to this planet. Not to
indulge your arrogant fantasies of traveling to the
stars or enlighten you with the reasons for your brief
existence, but because they need things. The first of
which is chlorophyl.”
teased.

“So, the aliens are, what, vegetarians?” Sasha

The blank expression on his face never
changed, “No, they are not. Chlorophyl powers their
ships, and their teleportation technology.”
Sasha rolled her eyes in time with her
comment, “Oh, boy. Here we go... teleportation, you
say?”
“Indeed.”
Sasha pounced on it, “So why don’t they just
teleport here, why do they need space ships?”
“The technology allows for the coverage of

Sasha leaned back in her chair, “Ah, of course.
I see you’ve rehearsed your script. I know I’m going
to regret this, but what else do your visitors want?”
“Food, and because this planet has both
chlorophyl and sustenance, it is very special to them.
The two are rarely found together.”
“So, when they get here, what? Do they graze
like cattle? Are they going to cover the forests and
grasslands with salad dressing and chow down while
stuffing weeds into the gas tanks of their space ships?”
Giggles meandered throughout the studio,
and even Sasha couldn’t keep from grinning. The
Messenger, however, stared at Sasha and remained
stoic. She quickly recovered her focus and dove back
in with as much seriousness as she could muster,
“What do they eat?”
“Brains.”
The studio erupted with laughter, and Sasha
suppressed her own outburst while gesturing for quiet.
“Alien zombies? Is that what you’re telling me? So, is
it any brains, or just people brains?”
“No, not zombies. As I told you, they possess
a level of intellect that the tiny, human brain cannot
fathom. The biology of the visitors allows them to
process sentient brain and spinal matter into a type of
fuel for their own minds.”
“Alright, let me recap here,” Sasha interjected,
“The aliens are coming because they need grass for
their spaceships and brains for food? That means that
Earth is the quick-stop convenience store of the solar
system. Kind of like a gas-n-go, but in this case, it’s a
grass-n-go.”
Sasha flashed a wide smile to the cameras and
snickers drifted through the shadows of the studio
floor. The Messenger broke his statuesque demeanour
for the first time. A frown creased his brow and his
eyes bored into Sasha. She suddenly felt cold and
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constricted, as if she were being squeezed by an icy,
metallic hand. “Sentient brains, is what I said,” and
just as quickly, the man returned to his expressionless
state.

know all this?” she snapped, oozing cynicism.
The Messenger rose from his chair, turned to
face Sasha and extended both of his beefy arms out in
front of his body. A fine, red mist sprayed from each
hand as the skin between the middle and ring fingers
split open and peeled away. Thick and black, tentacles
erupted from the open wounds and smashed into the
temples of Sasha’s head. Her upper torso and arms
stiffened as her legs kicked sporadically. One of her
black, high-heeled shoes flew to the left, then her body
fell limp.

Sasha silently recovered from her episode as
he continued his oration, “Man’s technology holds no
resemblance to their own, nor can it pose any threat
to them or their machines. I am their messenger. The
message is that they are close, and humans have the
choice to work with them.”
The annoyance Sasha had been suppressing
was starting to leak out, “And let me guess, if we
decide not to work with them, and we don’t follow
you, they’re going to eat our brains?”

“Because I’m one of them... ”

The man said nothing, and after several
awkward seconds of tapping her fingers on the arm
of her chair, Sasha blew a gasket, “Alright! This is
ridiculous. I’ve heard enough, and I’m sure the people
at home have as well.” But she was immediately
distracted by the frantic arm waving and gesturing
from Doug and the rest of the staff. Doug spun his
hands in the familiar ‘keep it rolling’ pantomime while
earnestly nodding his shiny head.
“Well, I can’t believe I’m saying this, but
apparently the people at home haven’t heard enough.”
Sasha adjusted her jacket and drew in a deep breath.
“Okay, I’ll play along. What kind of work do your
visitors need us to do?”
“Gather food, of course.”

A nervous, female voice asked, “Is this real?
That’s just special effects, right?”
The Messenger sloppily kneaded, mashed
and slurped the contents of Sasha’s cranial cavity,
its appendages undulating as the skin covering them
continued to split and drape. It drained the contents of
the skull in a matter of seconds. The thing turned back
to face the cameras, the ends of its tentacles noisily
puckering and dripping blood. Sasha’s body fell to the
floor, and the studio filled with screams.
As panic took over, the staff and crew
stampeded in any direction that led away from the
stage. The creature glanced around until it had located
the active camera hastily abandoned by its operator. It
stared into the device with its human face and spoke
as the surreal appendages explored the floor around
Sasha’s body, occasionally snatching up an overlooked
piece of grey matter.

It took several seconds to make the connection,
and during the interim, the producers jumped and
“Maybe you should revel in the fact that you
waved, urging her to say something, anything. Her
haven’t found life outside of your world, and for your
eyes opened wide, “You’ve got to be kidding me,” she own good, maybe you should stop trying. Better yet,
mumbled.
you should be grateful that more of it hasn’t found
you.”
“There will be gatherers, and there will be
food. It is your choice to make. Do not delay, as we
The pale eyes clouded over with thick, white
have nearly all the gatherers we will need.”
cataracts as the arms split further upward, revealing
more of the nightmare beneath. The thing leaned back,
Her impatience growing and showing through, its body and limbs expanding as if filling with fluid in
the last sentence slid right by her, “And how do you
time to the sounds of ripping fabric.
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A smooth, featureless body revealed itself;
no hair, no nipples, no belly-button, no genitals. It
resembled an inflated mannequin, save for the flailing
tentacles. The torso, neck and head distended and
began to split along a common seam, something dark
and slick was moving just below the skin.

A deep voice rumbled through the studio,
vibrating the entire building. “We are close... ”
echoed like sonic tremors. And as the world watched
the moulting form before the camera abruptly
disappeared.
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against the rain that pounded them.

Witch Hunter

Another flash of lightening lit the world
for a second, more trees, more shadows and the
waterlogged road a blaze of white, but there was
something else, beside the road—a simple post of
wood and a sign hanging from it. The sign danced and
twisted as if fighting against the chain that held it.

Part 1
Jim King

The horse drew level with the sign and, with
the slightest twitch on the reins, stopped. It stood, head
down and eyes closed against the constant fall of water
that stung its neck and back.

The sky was dark grey, the colour of slate or
an old church roof. The sun had not been seen since
the lightening of darkness that heralded the dawn.

Lighting flashed again. Crude letters were
carved into the sign, and though whatever paint had
once brightened them was long gone, the lighting cast
deep shadows into the groves. A single word, a name,
the figure moved, leaning closer as if to study the sign.
Then the horse started walking again. Perhaps it had
been kicked or perhaps the reins had twitched.

Rain was falling—not the gentle rain of
summer or the storms of autumn, this rain was great
drops that fell from the iron clouds. Like pistol balls,
they splashed onto the sodden ground to throw up tiny
towers of water, or they thumped onto sodden cloth
like demon spawned fingers tapping at the living.

Best ye stay clear of Clicket stranger, that
village be cursed.

A horse plodded through the rain and the mud,
its great hooves throwing up clods of mud and a spray
of droplets with every step. A dark shape huddled in
the saddle, wrapped in a cloak and once fine hat that
was now wilted to the shoulders.

That path leads to hell traveller, the village
that way be of the dead an the dammed.

The cloak had been oiled the day before yet
was soaked through, the linseed oil that saturated
the garment no protection against this hell-spawned
weather. The man beneath it was soaked to his skin,
layers of wool stuck to his cold clammy skin as
rivulets of water ran down his chest and legs to puddle
in his boots.
The horse walked on, its breath steaming in
the chill. The figure gave no signs of life, neither
movement nor sound to show if he was of the living or
the dead.
The storm above grew stronger; lightning
flashed. The road ahead became a silver ribbon, and
the trees either side became creatures of darkness,
their branches thrashing into the sky as they raged

Clicket, aye, it be down that path but they be
ungodly folk that way.
Ain’t worth a man’s soul ta visit that place
stranger.
Clicket be under the spell o a witch.
Across Somerset, the men of the high roads or
the towns said the same thing. Those of the fens and
the low villages, they would not talk of such things for
they were but a short step from the same. The summer
land was a place of sun-filled hills and godly churches
looking down upon the marshlands where the men
scarce seemed human and demon worship was behind
every door.
Avoid the village of Clicket they said—
those who would speak anyway. Do not go there.
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It is a cursed place where they practice foul and
blasphemous arts, a place of witches and warlocks.
But it was the mention of witches that bought
the horse to this place. It was the tales of a witch’s
curse that bought the figure out in this storm for he
was upon a quest and he would not be denied by man,
beast, or rain.

and slid the bolt aside, the rusting metal screeched
against the rings like a soul in torment. The figure
struggled to pull open the gate till the horse turned and
bumped into the wood planks, pushing the gate aside.

The tiny figure skittered back toward the door,
watching as if in fear as the horse splashed its way
into the muddy courtyard then, without being ordered,
walked toward the back wall where a lean-to offered
The steady plod of the horse’s hooves changed. shelter from the eternal rain. The horse walked under
Instead of the clump and suck of mud and rain, they
the roof and stopped, out of the torment for the first
rang upon hard stone. The road reached a bridge
time in too many hours. A small wooden rack held
across a stream, no more than slabs of rock laid across mouldy hay next to an overflowing bucket filled by a
the gap a man could leap with a single bound. The
waterfall streaming down from holes in the roof.
stream ran high and fast with the water that flooded
down from the moors.
The figure slid off the horse’s back; leather
boots thudded and squelched as they hit the hardThen a dark shape loomed to the right—a
packed dirt spared the downfall by the slates above.
roof of slate, walls of flint tucked away beneath deep
eaves, a narrow window shuttered tight. A single
The figure turned to look toward the tiny imp,
flicker of light in the gloom. A gate of rough planks
but it was gone. Light still shone from the half-open
then another stone wall, but this one was bare to the
door that led into the flint-walled hut beside the still
rain, unroofed, its jagged top made of hacked flints
open gate. The figure strode across the yard—its stride
stood point up.
that of a younger man, energetic and confident with
none of the faltering that came with age.
The horse stopped by the gate, side on and
close enough that its tail could swish the planks. The
The figure pushed the door open, strode within,
figure moved, tuned beneath the cloak. It leaned closer and slammed the door behind it.
and lifted its right arm, a sleeve slid from beneath the
cloak, a hand gloved in leather soaked dark with water
Inside the room was lit by half a dozen
struck the gate, once, twice, and a third time. Then
candles, tallow that flickered and popped as the reed
hand and arm vanished as if they had never been, back wicks burned. A simple but well-made table filled
beneath the waterlogged cloak.
the middle of the room, well-worn chairs sat on both
sides. Wooden shelves with traces of bark still on the
The rain continued to fall, each droplet of
ends and undersides filled both long walls, baskets
great size, thudding against the slate-covered roof and and jars of fired clay, bundles of herbs, and a pair of
drumming against the sodden figure.
rabbits waiting to be skinned.
Then light spilled out into the gloom. A
door opened, and candles within fought against the
darkness without. Sparkling against the raindrops like
jewels in the air.

The far wall held another door, simple but
well-made and protected from the weather by the
walls and roof. It still carried touches of age-faded
paint.

Movement, a tiny figure, like a twisted imp,
hidden beneath black robes, its face beneath a hood.
The figure moved through the storm, its gait uneven,
strange, as if its legs were twisted. It reached the gate

The imp-like figure stood beyond a small metal
brazier, sticks of wood burning within and a kettle
balancing on top.
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The rider stopped then reached to its own
neck, pulled away the sodden cloak, and dropped the
entire thing upon the back of the closest chair. Beneath
was the garb of a puritan, a gentleman, Black woollen
trousers, a white shirt, its wide collar dark with water
and plastered to the black jacket’s breast and neck.
The cuffs likewise darkened and stuck to the wrists
of the young man. All cut from good cloth and well
made, long ago.
Riding boots squelched as he shifted his
weight, and a wide-brimmed felt hat now sagging
about his ears completed the ensemble. Those and a
wide leather belt, a basket hilted rapier hanging on his
left hip, and a brace of pistols in holsters across his
belly held by another belt that reached to his shoulder
and down his back.

“Peace young lord. I am Sister Mary. I tend
this shrine and provide humble shelter to travellers
who come this way. But few enough do, for there is a
darkness upon this vale.”
“Witchcraft.” The word was more spat than
spoken.
“Yes lord, a curse upon the land and the
people. They are simple folk, descended from the
pagans and heathens of old times who called this place
the summer lands. They hide from me, hide within
the woodlands and in the deep dark places where they
follow their ancient practices in the dead of night
where none can see or hear. Who are you young lord
that you come to this accursed place on such a day as
this?”

Pouches hung from the belt across his waist, a
simple knife hung to his right hip.
The man peeled off his gloves then doffed his
hat, a gentlemanly flourish spoilt by the way the hat
sagged under his grip. He tossed both hat and gloves
upon the table and looked at the imp.

“I am Obadiah Sawyer, servant of God, and
witch finder at large.”
“Witch finder.” The old woman held her hands
to her breast, her fingers trembled. “Then it is true,
there is a witch in the village. Have you been sent
to deal with the problem, to free this land from the
curse?”

“Who art thou imp? Reveal thy face.” He
addressed the tiny figure as it pressed itself against the
far wall, dimly seen in the flickering shadows cast by
the candles and brazier.
The imp flinched back as if in fear then raised
a trembling hand to its shoulder. Slowly and with great
effort, it pulled away its rain stained robe to reveal an
old woman in a simple black dress, white hair covered
by a crumpled white wimple and bonnet, a square
wooden cross upon a cord of rope about her neck. Her
hands, wrinkled and marked with old age shook as she
hung the robe on a hook. Her body beneath the thick
wool was twisted; her back hunched and malformed.
“No need for such fine words my lord. I am
but a simple servant and no threat to one such as you.”
“Who are you old woman?”

the woman, his narrow face pinched with the cold and
with a fanatical determination, high cheek bones cast
into harsh angles by the flickering candle light.

“I have heard tales of such. What do you know
of such things?” His voice rose as he spoke, his fingers
twitching to reach for pistol or sword.
“Please great lord. I bear you no ill, but there
is a place, a village deep within the woods, a valley
where the hills rise to the moor. They are of the
ancient peoples. Those who follow their own twisted
faith and pray to beings that dwell in the sea. There is
a great stone there—a pillar. I have heard tell it bears
the mark of great evil, a sign of their blasphemy.”
Obadiah’s voice was harsh, grating as he
growled more than spoke. “Where?”

As the young man spoke he leaned closer to
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Outside the rain had all but stopped. A last few
raindrops, even larger than those before, splashed into
the mud of the courtyard. The horse looked up at the
sound of the door opening, steam rose from its flanks
and neck and created a fog under the lean-to.
It was still saddled as he had left it minutes
before. It looked up at him with mournful eyes,
perhaps unhappy to be taken out once more. Its legs
and lower body were still caked with mud thrown up
by its broad hooves.

The witch finder grasped its bridle and pulled
it out into the courtyard then swung up into the saddle,
his movements eager, his quest near to completion—
there were witches to kill. More blood to be spilt
in God’s name to sate his never ending desire for
revenge.
The old woman’s directions had been clear:
down the path till he reached a storm shattered tree
then look to his left. The track would weave between
the ancient trees. Downward into a valley below, the
hills that marked the foot of the moor.
To be continued
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